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We introduce diffusions on a space of interval partitions of the
unit interval that are stationary with the Poisson–Dirichlet laws with
parameters (α, 0) and (α, α). The construction has two steps. The
first is a general construction of interval partition processes obtained
previously, by decorating the jumps of a Le´vy process with indepen-
dent excursions. Here, we focus on the second step, which requires
explicit transition kernels and what we call pseudo-stationarity. This
allows us to study processes obtained from the original construction
via scaling and time-change. In a sequel paper, we establish connec-
tions to diffusions on decreasing sequences introduced by Ethier and
Kurtz (1981) and Petrov (2009). The latter diffusions are continuum
limits of up-down Markov chains on Chinese restaurant processes.
Our construction is also a step towards resolving longstanding con-
jectures by Feng and Sun on measure-valued Poisson–Dirichlet diffu-
sions, and by Aldous on a continuum-tree-valued diffusion.
1. Introduction. The two-parameter Poisson–Dirichlet distributions
(PD (α, θ) , α ∈ [0, 1), θ > −α) [50] are a family of laws on the Kingman sim-
plex: the set of non-increasing sequences of reals that sum to 1. This family
rose to prominence in applications following the work of Ishwaran and James
[29], subsequently becoming a standard distribution used in non-parametric
Bayesian clustering models [9]. The two-parameter family extends the one-
parameter family of Kingman [33], PD (θ) := PD (0, θ), which was originally
studied as a model for allele frequencies.
Diffusive models for the fluctuation of allele frequencies over time were
considered by Ethier and Kurtz [12], who devised “infinitely-many-neutral-
alleles” diffusions on the Kingman simplex with PD (θ) stationary distribu-
tions, for θ > 0. Petrov [44] extended these diffusions to the two-parameter
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2 FORMAN, PAL, RIZZOLO AND WINKEL
setting. The purpose of this paper is to initiate the development of an anal-
ogous family of diffusions for α ∈ (0, 1), θ ≥ 0 whose stationary distribu-
tions are the interval partitions obtained by ordering the components of a
PD (α, θ)-distributed random variable in their unique random regenerative
order [26]. We will refer to the left-to-right reversal of these interval parti-
tions as (α, θ)-Poisson–Dirichlet Interval Partitions, whose distribution will
be denoted PDIP (α, θ).
Definition 1.1. An interval partition is a set β of disjoint, open subin-
tervals of some finite real interval [0,M ], that cover [0,M ] up to a Lebesgue-
null set. We write ‖β‖ to denote M . We refer to the elements of an interval
partition as its blocks. The Lebesgue measure Leb(U) of a block U ∈ β is
called its mass. We denote the empty interval partition by ∅.
Regenerative ordering arose early in the study of the PD (α, θ) family due
to the following observation [45]: if Zα is the zero set of a (2−2α)-dimensional
Bessel bridge (or Brownian bridge, if α = 12) then Zcα can be written as a
countable union of disjoint open intervals that comprise a regenerative in-
terval partition in the sense of [26, 59], with the ranked sequence of their
lengths having PD (α, α) distribution. The law of this collection of open in-
tervals is the PDIP (α, α) distribution. A similar relation holds between the
complement of the zero set of a (2−2α)-dimensional Bessel process run for
time 1 and the PD (α, 0)-distribution, although for our purposes we define the
PDIP(α, 0) as the left-to-right reversal of the resulting partition. Our interest
in the regenerative order comes from its connection with continuum random
trees [47] which shows, for example, how Aldous’s Brownian Continuum
Random Tree can be constructed from an i.i.d. sequence of PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
.
Here is another well-known construction of a PDIP(α, α): begin with a
Stable(α) subordinator Y = (Yt, t≥ 0), with Laplace exponenet Φ(λ) =λα.
Let S ∼ Exponential (r) independent of Y , and consider the complement of
the range B = {Yt, t≥0}∩[0, S] as an interval partition of [0, sup(B)]. I.e. we
are looking at the jump intervals of the subordinator prior to exceeding level
Y . We normalize this to a partition of [0, 1] by dividing the endpoints of each
block by sup(B); the resulting partition is a PDIP(α, α) and is independent
of sup(B), which has law Gamma(α, r). See Proposition 2.2 for details.
In Section 1.1 we specify transition kernels for the diffusions that we will
study and we state our main results. In fact, these diffusions arise from a
construction in [23], explained in Section 1.2; however, once we have shown
that said constructions yield the claimed transition kernels, we can study
the diffusions directly via these kernels. Further motivation via connections
to long-standing conjectures is given in Section 1.3.
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U1 U2 U3 U4 U5
β0
βy
βz
Ly2 γy2
Ly5 γy5
Lz2
γz2 Lz5
γz5
Fig 1.1. Illustration of the transition kernel κy: β
0 has five blocks U1, . . . , U5; some blocks
contribute ∅ for time y, here U1, U3 and U4, others non-trivial partitions, here U2 and U5,
hence βy = (0, Ly2) ? γ
y
2 ? (0, L
y
5) ? γ
y
5 . Semigroup property requires consistency of dotted
transition from 0 to z and composition of dashed transitions from 0 to y and from y to z.
1.1. Main results. Fix α ∈ (0, 1). We first specify a transition semigroup
(κ
(α)
y , y≥ 0) on interval partitions that satisfies a branching property: given
any interval partition β, the blocks U ∈ β will give rise to independent
interval partitions γU (possibly empty) at time y, and κ
(α)
y (β, · ) will be the
distribution of their concatenation. See Figure 1.1.
Let us formalize this concatenation. We call the family (γU )U∈β summable
if
∑
U∈β ‖γU‖ < ∞. We then define S(U) :=
∑
U ′=(u′,v′)∈β : u′<u ‖γU ′‖ for
U=(u, v)∈β, and the concatenation
(1.1) ?
U∈β
γU := {(S(U) + x, S(U) + y) : U ∈ β, (x, y) ∈ γU}.
We also write γ ? γ′ to concatenate two interval partitions. For c ≥ 0 let cγ
denote the interval partition obtained by multiplying each block in β by c.
Now, fix b, r > 0. Let B
(α)
r ∼ Gamma (α, r), γ¯(α) ∼ PDIP (α, α), and let L(α)b,r
be an (0,∞)-valued random variable with Laplace transform
(1.2) E
[
e−λL
(α)
b,r
]
=
(
r + λ
r
)α ebr2/(r+λ) − 1
ebr − 1 ,
all assumed to be independent. Let
(1.3) µ
(α)
b,r ( · ) = e−brδ∅( · ) + (1− e−br)P
{(
0, L
(α)
b,r
)
? B(α)r γ¯
(α) ∈ ·}.
For y ≥ 0 and β any interval partition, let κ(α)y (β, ·) denote the law of
(1.4) ?
U∈β
γU where γU ∼ µ(α)Leb(U),1/2y independently for each U ∈ β.
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In fact, it is easily checked that a.s. only finitely many of the γU are non-
empty; cf. [23, Lemma 6.1]. Thus, (1.4) describes a concatenation of just
finitely many partitions of the form (0, L)?(Bγ¯), each comprising a leftmost
block of mass L followed by a randomly scaled PDIP(α, α).
Adapting Lamperti [36], we say that a Markov process (βy, y ≥ 0) is 1-
self-similar if (cβy/c, y ≥ 0) has the same semigroup as (βy, y≥0).
Theorem 1.2. Let α∈(0, 1). Then the maps β 7→ κ(α)y (β, · ), y ≥ 0, are
weakly continuous and form the transition semigroup of a 1-self-similar path-
continuous Hunt process (βy, y ≥ 0) on a space (I, dI) of interval partitions
(defined in Definition 2.3).
We will refer to such processes as type-1 evolutions. The reader may won-
der why we chose (1.2)-(1.4). On the one hand, the choice of (1.2) is con-
strained by the semigroup property, including the branching property; and
on the other, it will fit neatly into place in our stationarity computations.
To prove Theorem 1.2, we will show that this semigroup belongs to a class of
interval partition evolutions (IP-evolutions) introduced in [23] by a Poisso-
nian construction that reveals the branching property but otherwise leaves
the semigroup rather implicit.
As each PDIP(α, α) has infinitely many blocks, so too do the type-1 evo-
lutions (βy, y ≥ 0) of Theorem 1.2 on the event {βy 6= ∅}. There is no
rightmost block but rather βy has infinitely many blocks to the right of
‖βy‖ − , for every > 0. However, as only finitely many of the γU in (1.4)
are non-empty, βy comprises a finite alternating sequence of leftmost blocks
and (reversible) rescaled PDIP(α, α) with no right or leftmost blocks. In par-
ticular, βy has a leftmost block when βy 6= ∅. It is natural to then consider a
related kernel that begins with an additional PDIP component: let κ˜
(α)
y (β, ·)
denote the distribution of
(1.5) Bγ¯ ? ?
U∈β
γU ,
where B ∼ Gamma (α, 1/2y), γ¯ ∼ PDIP (α, α), and the γU , U ∈ β, are as in
(1.4), all jointly independent.
Theorem 1.3. The conclusions of Theorem 1.2 also hold for the family(
κ˜
(α)
y , y ≥ 0
)
, for each α ∈ (0, 1).
We will refer to such processes as type-0 evolutions. We will present all
further developments in parallel for type-1 and type-0 evolutions. Let us
start with total mass processes.
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Squared Bessel processes are 1-self-similar [0,∞)-valued diffusions with
dZ(y) = δdy + 2
√
Z(y)dB(y), Z(0) = b ≥ 0, 0 < y < ζ,
where δ ∈ R is a real parameter, (B(y), y ≥ 0) is Brownian motion and
ζ = ∞ if δ > 0 while ζ = inf{y ≥ 0: Z(y) = 0} for δ ≤ 0. We set Z(y) = 0
for y ≥ ζ. See [51, Chapter XI]. We say Z is BESQ (δ) starting from b. The
BESQ(0) diffusion, also called the Feller diffusion, is well-known to satisfy
the additivity property that the sum of independent BESQ(0) diffusions from
any initial conditions is still BESQ(0). A BESQ(δ) diffusion for δ > 0 (δ = 0)
can be viewed as branching processes with (without) immigration [32].
Theorem 1.4. Consider a type-1 evolution, respectively a type-0 evolu-
tion, (βy, y ≥ 0) with β0 ∈ I. Then the total mass process (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0) is
a BESQ(0) diffusion, respectively a BESQ(2α) diffusion, starting from
∥∥β0∥∥.
Neither BESQ(0) nor BESQ(2α) admit stationary distributions, so neither
do the type-1 or type-0 evolutions themselves. However, we do have the
following “pseudo-stationarity” result.
Theorem 1.5. Let β ∼ PDIP (α, 0), respectively PDIP(α, α), and, inde-
pendently, Z ∼ BESQ (0), respectively BESQ(2α), with an arbitrary initial dis-
tribution. Let (βy, y ≥ 0) be a type-1 evolution, respectively type-0 evolution,
with β0
d
= Z(0)β. Then for each fixed y ≥ 0 we have βy d= Z(y)β.
To obtain stationary diffusions on partitions of the unit interval, our third
and fourth families of IP-evolutions, we employ a procedure that we call de-
Poissonization. Consider the total mass process (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0) from Theo-
rem 1.4 and the time-change
(1.6) ρ(u) := inf
{
y ≥ 0 :
∫ y
0
‖βz‖−1 dz > u
}
, u ≥ 0.
Theorem 1.6. Let (βy, y ≥ 0) denote a type-1 evolution, respectively a
type-0 evolution, with initial state β0 ∈ I \ {∅}. Then the process
(βu, u ≥ 0) :=
(∥∥∥βρ(u)∥∥∥−1 βρ(u), u ≥ 0)
is a path-continuous Hunt process on (I1, dI) where I1 := {β∈I : ‖β‖=1},
with a stationary distribution given by PDIP (α, 0) respectively PDIP (α, α).
In light of this, we will refer to the de-Poissonized evolutions (βu, u≥ 0)
as (α, 0)- and (α, α)-IP-evolutions. In a sequel paper [24], we show that
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the process of ranked block sizes of an (α, 0)- or (α, α)-IP evolution is a
diffusion introduced by Petrov [44], extending Ethier and Kurtz [12], and
further studied and ramified in [54, 55, 53, 14, 16]. Indeed, the viewpoint
of the richer IP-evolution in (I, dI) gives insight into the creation of blocks
and the evolution of associated quantities such as the α-diversity process in
their diffusions on decreasing sequences. This is of interest in allele-frequency
models with infinitely many types [55].
Lamperti [35] used the time-change (1.6) to construct continuous-state
branching processes from Le´vy processes. When applied to Brownian mo-
tion, the diffusion coefficient becomes state-dependent, linear in population
size. When applied to BESQ, the diffusion coefficient becomes quadratic, and
while this is wiped out when scaling by population size, the effect on the
scaled interval partition is that blocks behave like coupled Jacobi diffusions.
Indeed, in [60, 41], Jacobi and Wright–Fisher diffusions are obtained as a
de-Poissonization of a vector of independent BESQ processes via the same
time-change. In that paper, the sum of the BESQ processes turns out to be
independent of the de-Poissonized process. See also [42].
Conjecture 1. Consider a type-1 or type-0 evolution (βy, y ≥ 0) start-
ing from β ∈ I. Its total mass process (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0), as in Theorem 1.4, is
independent of its de-Poissonization (βu, u ≥ 0), as in Theorem 1.6.
See Theorem 4.8 for a weaker result.
1.2. Construction of interval partition evolutions following [23]. In [23],
we gave a general construction of processes in a space of interval partitions
based on spectrally positive Le´vy processes (scaffolding) whose point pro-
cess of jump heights (interpreted as lifetimes of individuals) is marked by
excursions (spindles, giving “sizes” varying during the lifetime). Informally,
the IP-evolution, indexed by level, considers for each level y ≥ 0 the jumps
crossing that level and records for each such jump an interval whose length
is the “size” of the individual (width of the spindle) when crossing that level,
ordered from left to right without leaving gaps. This construction and ter-
minology is illustrated in Figure 1.2; we inscribe the corresponding spindle
vertically into each jump, depicted as a laterally symmetric shaded blob.
Specifically, if N =
∑
i∈I δ(ti, fi) is a point process of excursions fi at
times ti ∈ [0, T ] of excursion lengths ζi (spindle heights), and X is a real-
valued process with jumps ∆X(ti) := X(ti)−X(ti−) = ζi at times ti, i ∈ I,
we define the interval partition skewer(y,N,X) at level y, as follows.
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$t_j$tj
(N,X)
fj(y −X(tj−))
y
X(tj)
X(tj−)
z
(fj(z), z ≥ 0)
skewer(y,N,X)
Fig 1.2. Left: The slanted black lines comprise the graph of the scaffolding X. Shaded blobs
decorating jumps describe the corresponding spindles: points (tj , fj) of N . Right: Graph of
one spindle. Bottom: A skewer, with blocks shaded to correspond to spindles; not to scale.
Definition 1.7. For y ∈ R, t ∈ [0, T ], the aggregate mass in (N,X) at
level y, up to time t is
(1.7) MyN,X(t) :=
∑
i∈I : ti≤t
fi(y −X(ti−)).
The skewer of (N,X) at level y, denoted by skewer(y,N,X), is defined as
(1.8)
{(
MyN,X(t−),MyN,X(t)
)
: t ∈ [0, T ], MyN,X(t−) < MyN,X(t)
}
and the skewer process as skewer(N,X) :=
(
skewer(y,N,X), y≥0).
Let N denote a Poisson random measure (PRM) with intensity measure
Leb ⊗ ν (denoted by PRM(Leb⊗ ν)), where ν is the Pitman–Yor excursion
measure [49] of a [0,∞)-valued diffusion. Let X be an associated Le´vy pro-
cess, with its PRM of jumps equaling the image of N under the map from
excursions to lifetimes, stopped at a stopping time T . In [23], we established
criteria on ν and T under which skewer(N,X) is a diffusion, i.e. a path-
continuous strong Markov process. In this IP-evolution, each interval length
(block) evolves independently according to the [0,∞)-valued diffusion, which
we call the block diffusion, while in between the (infinitely many) blocks, new
blocks appear at times equal to the pre-jump levels of X.
This IP-evolution has a particular initial distribution. In Definition 2.7 we
formalize a construction to start this diffusion from any β ∈ I. Informally,
we define (Nβ,Xβ) as follows. For each interval V ∈ β let fV denote a
block diffusion starting from Leb(V ) and killed upon hitting 0. We denote
its lifetime by ζ(fV ). Let XV be an independent Le´vy process starting from
ζ(fV ), killed upon hitting 0. We form NV by marking jumps of XV with
independent excursions drawn from ν, conditioned to have lifetimes equal
to corresponding jump heights, and we mark with fV the jump of height
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X
(5)
2Σ2
Σ3
Σ5
Σ1
ρ
Σ4
β (5){3,5}
X
(5)
5
β
(5)
[5]
X
(5
)
4
β (5){1,4}
β
(5
)
{1,2
,4}
X
(5)
1
X
(5
)
3
Fig 1.3. Left: a BCRT, from simulations by Kortchemski [34], and the subtree (heavy black
lines) spanned by the branch points (red triangles) separating five leaves (green circles)
and the root (green square). Right: projection of mass p onto the subtree spanned by these
branch points, represented as interval partitions. The five green lines on the outside of the
tree represent masses of the subtrees containing the five leaves.
ζ(fV ) at time 0. We do this independently for each V ∈ β. Scaffolding Xβ
and point measure Nβ are formed by concatenating XV or NV , V ∈ β. A
continuous version of skewer(Nβ,Xβ) is an IP-evolution starting from β.
Theorem 1.8. When the block diffusion is BESQ(−2α) and the scaf-
folding is built from spectrally positive Stable(1 +α) Le´vy processes, the
IP-evolution constructed as above is the type-1 evolution of Theorem 1.2.
Theorems 1.8 and 1.4 together can be viewed as a Ray–Knight theorem
for a discontinuous Le´vy process. The local time of the stopped Le´vy process
is not Markov in level [11], but our marking of jumps and skewer map fill in
the missing information about jumps to construct a larger Markov process.
Moreover, the local time of the Le´vy process can be measurably recovered
from the skewer process; see [21, Theorem 37]. The appearance of BESQ(0)
total mass is an additional connection to the second Brownian Ray–Knight
theorem [51, Theorem XI.(2.3)], in which local time evolves as BESQ(0).
It is well-known (see [49, 58]) that BESQ processes of nonnegative dimen-
sions satisfy an additivity property. This does not extend to negative di-
mensions (see [48], however). Theorem 1.4 states that the sum of countably
many BESQ(−2α) excursions anchored at suitably random positions on the
time axis gives a BESQ(0) process. This can be interpreted as an extension
of the additivity of BESQ processes to negative dimensions.
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1.3. Bigger picture: conjectures by Aldous and by Feng and Sun. The
Brownian continuum random tree (BCRT) is a random rooted, weighted con-
tinuum tree (T , d, ρ, µ), where (T , d) is a tree-like metric space called a
continuum tree, ρ ∈ T is the root, and µ is a non-atomic probability mea-
sure supported on the leaves of T . See Figure 1.3. The BCRT was introduced
by Aldous [1, 2] and has subsequently become a major topic of study, touch-
ing fields including the Brownian map [37] and Liouville quantum gravity
[57, 40]. The spinal decomposition of a BCRT [47] is formed by sampling a
random leaf Σ ∼ µ and decomposing the tree into a path from ρ to Σ, called
the “spine,” and a totally ordered collection of “spinal” subtrees branching
off of this path. The spinal projection of the BCRT is an interval partition
with block masses equal to the µ-masses of the spinal subtrees ordered by
increasing distance from the root. This forms a PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
[47].
In 1999, Aldous conjectured [3, 4] that a certain Markov chain on binary
trees should have a continuum analogue that would be a diffusion on con-
tinuum trees, stationary with the law of the BCRT. The present work belongs
to a series of papers by the same authors [21, 23, 20, 19, 18, 22] that re-
solve this conjecture. In particular, we introduce a “multi-spinal projection”
of the CRT, depicted in Figure 1.3, that finds PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
and PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
components in the BCRT. In [18], we construct the conjectured diffusion via
a projectively consistent system of multi-spinal projections in which the in-
terval partitions evolve according to the dynamics introduced here.
Lo¨hr, Mytnik, and Winter [39] have also solved a version of Aldous’s
conjecture, but their process is on a space of “algebraic measure trees,”
which capture the algebraic but not the metric structure of the trees.
The present work also belongs to a project to resolve a conjecture of Feng
and Sun [13, 14]. They conjecture that Petrov’s two-parameter Poisson–
Dirichlet diffusions should arise naturally as the projection onto the King-
man simplex of a Fleming–Viot diffusion. There have been several attempts
to solve this, most recently [10, 15]. In [24] we show that the diffusions con-
structed here project down to Petrov’s diffusions with α ∈ (0, 1) and θ = 0
or θ = α. In forthcoming work [17] we use our method to construct measure-
valued diffusions based upon the interval partition evolutions presented here,
and we generalize to a full two-parameter family of diffusions.
1.4. Structure. The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we recall more details of the set-up of [23], as required in this paper. In
Section 3, we prove Theorems 1.8, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 about transition kernels,
type-0 evolutions and total mass processes. In Section 4, we turn to pseudo-
stationarity and de-Poissonization, and we prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.
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2. Preliminaries. In this section we recall the set-up in which [23]
constructed IP-evolutions, including any of the technical notation and results
that are relevant for the present paper, from [23] and other literature. We
fix α ∈ (0, 1) throughout.
2.1. The state space (I, dI): interval partitions with diversity. The defi-
nitions in this section are recalled from [25].
Definition 2.1. Let IH denote the set of all interval partitions in the
sense of Definition 1.1. We say that an interval partition β ∈ IH of a finite
interval [0,M ] has the α-diversity property, or that β is an interval partition
with diversity, if the following limit exists for every t ∈ [0,M ]:
(2.1) Dβ(t) := Γ(1− α) lim
h↓0
hα#{(a, b) ∈ β : |b− a| > h, b ≤ t}.
We denote by I ⊂ IH the set of interval partitions β that possess the α-
diversity property. We call Dβ(t) the diversity of the interval partition up
to t ∈ [0,M ]. For U ∈ β, t ∈ U , we write Dβ(U) = Dβ(t), and we write
Dβ(∞) := Dβ(M) to denote the total (α-)diversity of β.
Note that Dβ(U) is well-defined, since Dβ is constant on each interval
U ∈ β, as the intervals are disjoint. We define a reversal involution and a
scaling operation on interval partitions β ∈ IH ,
(2.2) RIP(β) :=
{
(‖β‖−b, ‖β‖−a) : (a, b)∈β}, cβ := {(ca, cb) : (a, b)∈β}
for c > 0. Recall from (1.1) the notion of concatenation ?U∈β γU of a
summable family of interval partitions, (γU )U∈β.
Let us discuss some examples of interval partitions relevant for this paper.
Proposition 2.2. (i) Consider the zero-set Z = {t∈ [0, 1] : Bbrt = 0}
of standard Brownian bridge Bbr. Then (0, 1)\Z is a union of disjoint
open intervals that form an interval partition γ with 12 -diversity a.s..
The ranked interval lengths have PD
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
distribution. We call γ a
Poisson–Dirichlet interval partition PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
.
(ii) For Brownian motion B, the interval partition γ′ of [0, 1] associated
with its zero-set has 12 -diversity a.s.. The ranked interval lengths have
PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
distribution. We call the reversal RIP(γ′) a PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
.
(iii) With Bbr and B in (i)-(ii) as BESQ(2− 2α) bridge and BESQ(2− 2α)
process, we define PDIP(α, α) and PDIP(α, 0), which have α-diversity.
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(iv) Let Y be a Stable(α) subordinator with Laplace exponent Φ(λ) = λα.
Let Z ∼ Exponential (r) be independent of Y and S := inf{s > 0 :
Y (s)>Z}. Then Y (S−)∼Gamma (α, r) and Z−Y (S−)∼Gamma (1−α, r)
are independent. For β := {(Y (s−), Y (s)) : s ∈ (0, S), Y (s−)< Y (s)}
and β′ = {(0, Z−Y (S−))} ? β,
RIP(β) d= β := ‖β‖−1 β ∼ PDIP (α, α)
β ′ :=
∥∥β′∥∥−1 β′ ∼ PDIP (α, 0) .
(v) For any r > 0, let Yr = (Yr(s), s ≥ 0) denote a subordinator with
Laplace exponent
(2.3) Φr(λ) = (r + λ)
α − rα =
∫ ∞
0
(1− e−λc) α
Γ(1− α)c
−1−αe−crdc
and let Sr ∼ Exponential (rα) independent. Let β be as in (iv). Then
(2.4) {(Yr(s−), Yr(s)) : s∈(0, Sr), Yr(s−) < Yr(s)} d= β.
Proof. That β is an interval partition with α-diversity follows from the
Strong Law of Large Numbers for the Poisson process of jumps and the
monotonicity of Dβ(t) in t. By the definition of the scaling map, the same
holds for β. This entails the same for β′ and β ′. Recall that the inverse local
time of B is a Stable(α) subordinator. Hence, the remainder is well-known;
see [43, Lemma 3.7], which states that the last zeroG of B is a Beta(α, 1− α)
variable independent of a Bessel bridge (B(uG)/
√
G, 0≤u≤1). Finally, the
PD(α, α) and PD(α, 0) distributions can be read from [46, Corollary 4.9], and
the last claim follows from [50, Proposition 21] and elementary properties
of (killed) subordinators.
Definition 2.3. We adopt the standard discrete mathematics notation
[n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. For β, γ ∈ I, a correspondence from β to γ is a finite
sequence of ordered pairs of intervals (U1, V1), . . . , (Un, Vn) ∈ β × γ, n ≥ 0,
where the sequences (Uj)j∈[n] and (Vj)j∈[n] are each strictly increasing in the
left-to-right ordering of the interval partitions.
The distortion dis(β,γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]) of a correspondence (Uj , Vj)j∈[n] from
β to γ is defined to be the maximum of the following four quantities:
(i-ii) supj∈[n] |Dβ(Uj)−Dγ(Vj)| and |Dβ(∞)−Dγ(∞)|,
(iii)
∑
j∈[n] |Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+ ‖β‖ −
∑
j∈[n] Leb(Uj),
(iv)
∑
j∈[n] |Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+ ‖γ‖ −
∑
j∈[n] Leb(Vj).
For β, γ ∈ I we define dI(β, γ) := inf
n≥0, (Uj ,Vj)j∈[n]
dis
(
β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]
)
,
where the infimum is over all correspondences from β to γ.
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Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 2.3(d) of [25]). (I, dI) is Lusin, i.e. homeo-
morphic to a Borel subset of a compact metric space.
2.2. Spindles: excursions to describe block size evolutions. Let D denote
the space of ca`dla`g functions from R to [0,∞). Let
(2.5) E :=
{
f ∈ D
∣∣∣∣∣ ∃ z ∈ (0,∞) s.t. f |(−∞,0)∪[z,∞) = 0,f positive and continuous on (0, z)
}
.
denote the space of positive ca`dla`g excursions whose only jumps may be at
birth and death. We define the lifetime ζ(f) = sup{s ≥ 0: f(s) > 0}.
Lemma 2.5 (Equation (13) in [27]). Let Z = (Zs, s ≥ 0) be a BESQ(−2α)
process starting from z>0. Then the absorption time ζ(Z)=inf{s≥0: Zs=
0} has distribution InverseGamma(1 + α, z/2), i.e. z/(2ζ(Z)) has density
(Γ(1 + α))−1xαe−x, x ∈ (0,∞).
For the purpose of the following, we define first passage times Ha : E →
[0,∞] via Ha(f) = inf{s ≥ 0: f(s) = a}, a > 0.
Lemma 2.6 (Section 3 of [49]). There is a measure Λ on E such that
Λ{f ∈E : f(0) 6=0}=0, Λ{Ha<∞}=a−1−α, a>0, and under Λ( · |Ha<∞),
the restricted canonical process f |[0,Ha] is a BESQ(4 + 2α) process starting
from 0 and stopped at the first passage time of a, independent of f(Ha + · ),
which is a BESQ(−2α) process starting from a.
We call continuous excursions, such as Λ-a.e. f ∈ E , spindles. If f ∈ E is
discontinuous at birth and/or death, we call it a broken spindle. We make
the following choice of scaling, which yields Φ(λ) = λα in Proposition 2.10:
(2.6) νBESQ = ν
(−2α)
BESQ =
2α(1 + α)
Γ(1− α) Λ,
where Λ is as in Lemma 2.6. We will use this as the intensity measure for
BESQ(−2α) spindles in our Poissonian scaffolding and spindles construction.
We define a reversal involution Rspdl and a scaling operator spdl by
saying, for a > 0 and f ∈ E ,
(2.7) Rspdl(f) :=
(
f
(
(ζ(f)−y)−), y∈R) and aspdl f :=(af(y/a), y∈R).
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 of [23] state that for a > 0,
νBESQ(Rspdl ∈ · ) = νBESQ, νBESQ(aspdl f ∈ · ) = a1+ανBESQ,(2.8)
and νBESQ{f ∈ E : ζ(f) ≥ y} = α
2αΓ(1− α)Γ(1 + α)y
−1−α.(2.9)
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2.3. Scaffolding: jumps describe births and deaths of blocks. Let N de-
note a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ) on [0,∞) × E . By (2.9) and standard mapping of
PRMs,
∫
δ(s, ζ(f))dN(s, f) is a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ(ζ ∈ · )), where, as z ↓ 0,∫
(z,∞]
x νBESQ(ζ ∈ dx) =
∫
E
1{ζ(f) > z}ζ(f)dνBESQ(f)
=
1 + α
2αΓ(1− α)Γ(1 + α)z
−α −→∞.
As a consequence, for a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ(ζ ∈ · )), the sum of ζ(f) over points
(t, f) in any finite time interval (a, b) is a.s. infinite. To define a Le´vy process
X incorporating all ζ(f) as jump heights, we require a limit with compen-
sation, namely X = ξN, where for all t ≥ 0,
(2.10) ξN(t) := lim
z↓0
(∫
[0,t]×{g∈E : ζ(g)>z}
ζ(f)dN(s,f)− t (1+α)z
−α
2αΓ(1−α)Γ(1+α)
)
.
Then the scaffolding X is a spectrally positive stable Le´vy process of
index 1 + α, with Le´vy measure and Laplace exponent given by
(2.11) νBESQ(ζ∈dx) = α(1+α)x
−2−α
2αΓ(1−α)Γ(1+α)dx and ψ(λ) =
λ1+α
2αΓ(1+α)
.
We write “Stable(1+α)” to refer exclusively to Le´vy processes with this
Laplace exponent. In particular, such processes are spectrally positive.
Boylan [8] proved that X has an a.s. unique jointly continuous local time
process (`yX(t); y ∈ R, t ≥ 0); i.e. for all bounded measurable f : R→ [0,∞)
and t ≥ 0, ∫ ∞
−∞
f(y)`yX(t)dy =
∫ t
0
f(X(s))ds.
2.4. Interval partition evolutions from scaffolding and spindles. We now
formalize the construction stated before Theorem 1.8. We write X|[0,T ], re-
spectively N|[0,T ] := N|[0,T ]×E , to restrict to times [0, T ], resp. [0, T ]×E , by
setting the process, resp. measure, equal to 0 outside this set.
Definition 2.7 (P1β, νBESQ-IP-evolution, Lemma 5.1 of [23]). Let β ∈ I.
If β = ∅ then P1β = δ∅ is the Dirac mass on the constant function ∅ ∈
C([0,∞), I). Otherwise, for each U ∈β we carry out the following construc-
tion independently; see Figure 2.1. Let N denote a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ) with
scaffolding X as in (2.10) and f an independent BESQ(−2α) started from
Leb(U) and absorbed at 0. Consider the hitting time T := inf{t>0: X(t)=
−ζ(f)}. Let
NU := δ (0, f) +N|[0,T ], len(NU ) := T, XU := ζ(f) +X|[0,T ].
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f
T
T
−ζ(f)
ζ(f)
(N,X) (NU ,XU )
Leb(U) ζ(f)
Fig 2.1. Illustration of the construction of (NU ,XU ) in Definition 2.7.
Recalling Definition 1.7, we call a dI-path-continuous version (βy, y ≥ 0)
of ?U∈β skewer(y,NU ,XU ), y ≥ 0, a νBESQ-IP-evolution starting from β.
We denote its distribution on C([0,∞), I) by P1β. For probability measures
µ on I, we write P1µ :=
∫
P1βµ(dβ) to denote the µ-mixture of the laws P1β.
In [23, Proposition 5.11], we proved the existence of νBESQ- and other IP-
evolutions. Moreover, we showed that we can define concatenations Nβ :=
?U∈βNU (and Xβ = ?U∈βXU ) of point measures (and scaffoldings) such
that skewer(Nβ,Xβ) is well-defined, dI-path-continuous, and the diversi-
ties of the resulting interval partitions coincide with scaffolding local times
at all times and levels:
(2.12) Dskewer(y,Nβ ,Xβ)
(
MyNβ ,Xβ (t)
)
= `yXβ (t) for t, y ≥ 0.
Recall from [23] the following useful property of νBESQ-IP-evolutions.
Lemma 2.8 ([23], Lemma 5.1). Let (NU ,XU )U∈β as in Definition 2.7,
y>0. Then a.s. skewer(y,NU ,XU ) 6= ∅ for at most finitely many U ∈β.
2.5. Decompositions of scaffolding and spindles at a fixed level. This sec-
tion summarizes [23, Section 4]. Let (N,X) denote a PRM
(
Leb⊗ ν(−2α)BESQ
)
and
the associated Stable(1+α) scaffolding, as above. For y ∈ R we denote by
(2.13) τy(s) := τyX(s) := inf{t ≥ 0: `yX(t) > s}, s ≥ 0,
the level-y inverse local time process of X. In order to prove that the interval
partition process of Definition 2.7 has the transition kernel κ(α) of (1.4), it
is useful to consider the decomposition of a Stable(1+α) scaffolding process
X into excursions about a level. For fixed y ∈ R, we can decompose the
path of X after the first hitting time of level y into a collection of excursions
about level y. Itoˆ’s excursion theory [30] states that excursions of X about
level y form a PRM,
∑
s>0: τy(s)>τy(s−) δ(s, gs), where each gs is an excursion
of X about level y and the corresponding s is the level-y local time at which
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N
len(N)
T+0 (N) N−
N+
m0
m0
m0
Fig 2.2. Decomposition of a bi-clade N into an anti-clade N− and clade N+.
gs occurs. The σ-finite intensity measure νstb = ν
(α)
stb of this PRM is called the
Itoˆ measure of these excursions.
Extending the restriction notation of the previous section, we write N|←[a,b]
to denote the shifted restriction, formed by first taking the restriction of N to
[a, b]×E , then translating to obtain a point process supported on [0, b−a]×E .
If X = ξ(N) has an excursion g about level y during the interval [a, b], then
N = N|←[a,b] satisfies g = ξ(N). We call N a bi-clade; see Figure 2.2.
Each excursion of X about level y comprises an initial escape down from
y; a single jump up across y, which we call the middle jump; and a final
return back down to y. For the purpose of the following, let T denote the
time of this middle jump in a bi-clade N . We split the spindle fT marking
the middle jump into two broken spindles: fˇT corresponding to the part of
the jump that occurs below level 0, and fˆT corresponding to the continuation
of that jump. Then, we decompose our bi-clade N into two point processes,
depicted in Figure 2.2:
N− = N
∣∣
[0,T )
+ δ
(
T, fˇT
)
and N+ = δ
(
0, fˆT
)
+N
∣∣←
(T,∞).
We call N− and N+ the anti-clade and clade parts of N .
Consider the stochastic kernel λ that takes in a scaffolding process g and
maps it to the law of a point process of spindles N with ξ(N) = g by
independently marking each jump of g with a BESQ(−2α) excursion condi-
tioned to have lifetime equal to the height of the jump. We can obtain a
σ-finite Itoˆ measure on bi-clades by mixing this kernel over the Itoˆ measure
of Stable(1+α) excursions: νcld := ν
(α)
cld :=
∫
λ(g, · )dνstb(g). Let ν+cld and
ν−cld denote the pushforward of this measure onto clades and anti-clades, re-
spectively. We denote by Fy =
∑
s>0: τy(s)>τy(s−) δ(s,Ns) the point process
of bi-clades corresponding to the excursions of X about level y, and we de-
note by F≥y =
∑
δ(s,N+s ) and F
≤y =
∑
δ(s,N−s ) the corresponding point
processes of (anti-)clades.
Proposition 2.9 (Proposition 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 of [23]). Fy is a
PRM(Leb⊗ νcld), F≥y is a PRM
(
Leb⊗ ν+cld
)
, and F≤y is a PRM
(
Leb⊗ ν−cld
)
.
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We define a time-reversal involution and a scaling operator on point pro-
cesses of spindles:
Rcld(N) :=
∫
δ (len(N)− t,Rspdl(f)) dN(t, f),
bcld N :=
∫
δ
(
b1+αt, bspdl f
)
dN(t, f) for b > 0,
(2.14)
where spdl and Rspdl are as in (2.7). The map Rcld reverses the order of
spindles and reverses time within each spindle. Lemma 4.11 of [23] notes
that, for b > 0 and A a measurable set of bi-clades,
(2.15) νcld(Rcld(A)) = νcld(A) and νcld(bcld A) = b−ανcld(A).
Note that each bi-clade of N corresponding to an excursion of X about
level y gives rise to a single block in skewer(y,N,X), with block mass equal
to a cross-section of the spindle marking the middle jump of the excursion.
We denote this mass by
(2.16) m0(N) :=
∫
max
{
f
(
(−X(s−))−), f(−X(s−))}dN(s, f).
The two quantities in the max{· , ·} are equal for typical bi-clades but will
differ when m0 is applied to an anti-clade or clade; cf. Figure 2.2.
Proposition 2.10 (Aggregate mass process, Proposition 8(i) of [21] with
q = c = 1). Consider N ∼ PRM(Leb⊗νBESQ) and X = ξN as in (2.10). Then
for any fixed y ∈ R, the process My(s) := MyN,X ◦ τyX(s) −MyN,X ◦ τyX(0),
s ≥ 0, is a Stable(α) subordinator with Laplace exponent Φ(λ) = λα.
Note that the Le´vy measure for this subordinator equals νcld(m
0 ∈ · ), so
the formula for this is implied by the proposition; we state it explicitly in
Proposition 3.2(i).
By Lemma 4.14 of [23], νcld has a unique m
0-disintegration νcld( · |m0)
with the scaling property that for all b > 0,
(2.17) νcld( · | m0 = b) = νcld
(
b−1 cld N ∈ ·
∣∣ m0 = 1) .
Proposition 4.15 of [23] notes that under νcld( · |m0 = b) the point measure
is distributed as the concatenation
(2.18) N−b ? N
+
b where N
+
b is independent of N
−
b ,
with the convention that the two broken spindles at the concatenation time
len(N−b ), which are resp. rightmost for N
−
b and leftmost for N
+
b and which
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J+
−ζ−
−J−
ζ+
T+0
m0
Fig 3.1. A bi-clade, with the statistics of (2.16) and Definition 3.1 labeled.
resp. end and start at mass b, are concatenated to form a single spindle.
This concatenation reverses the decomposition depicted in Figure 2.2. The
same proposition states that
(2.19) Rcld(N−b )
d
= N+b
d
= NU ∼ ν+cld{ · | m0 = b},
where NU is as in Definition 2.7 with U = (0, b).
3. Transition kernels, total mass and type-0 evolutions.
3.1. The transition kernel of νBESQ-IP-evolutions.
Definition 3.1. We define statistics of bi-clades N with X = ξN :
• overshoot and undershoot at T+0 (N) = inf{t > 0: X(t) ≥ 0}
J+(N) := X(T+0 (N)), and J
−(N) := −X(T+0 (N)−),
• clade lifetime and anti-clade lifetime
ζ+(N) := sup
t∈[0,len(N)]
X(t) and ζ−(N) := − inf
t∈[0,len(N)]
X(t).
The above quantities appear labeled in Figure 3.1. The rates at which
they scale under cld are listed in Table 3.1. We call ζ+ “lifetime” rather
than “maximum” since values in the scaffolding function play the role of
times in the evolving interval partitions (skewer(y,N,X), y ≥ 0) that we
J+(ccld N) = cJ+(N) J−(ccld N) = cJ−(N)
ζ+(ccld N) = cζ+(N) ζ−(ccld N) = cζ−(N)
T+0 (ccld N) = c1+αT+0 (N) len(ccld N) = c1+αlen(N)
m0(ccld N) = cm0(N) `yξ(c
cld
N)(t) = c
α`
y/c
ξ(N)(tc
−1−α)
Table 3.1
How statistics of (2.16) and Definition 3.1 scale as N is scaled, as in Section 2.5.
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ultimately wish to study. As with conditioning on m0 in (2.17), there are
unique kernels with scaling properties that allow us to condition νcld on the
exact value of any one of the other quantities of Definition 3.1 and get a
resulting probability distribution.
Proposition 3.2. (i) νcld
{
m0 > b
}
=
1
Γ(1− α)b
−α.
(ii) νcld
{
ζ+ > z
}
=
1
2α
z−α.
(iii) νcld
{
J+ ∈ dy ∣∣ m0 = b} = b1+α
21+αΓ(1 + α)
y−2−αe−b/2ydy.
(iv) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ m0 = b} = e−b/2z.
(v) νcld
{
m0 ≤ b ∣∣ J+ = y} = 1− e−b/2y.
(vi) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ J+ = y} = 1{z ≥ y}(z − y
z
)α
.
(vii) νcld
{
m0 ∈ db ∣∣ ζ+ ≥ z} = α2αzα
Γ(1− α)b
−1−α(1− e−b/2z)db.
All of these equations remain true if we replace all superscripts ‘+’ with ‘−’.
The proof of this is given in Appendix A; it is based on (2.19) and well-
known properties of our spectrally one-sided Stable(1+α) process.
Corollary 3.3. Take y > 0. Let A ∼ Exponential (1/2y). Condition-
ally given A, let f denote a BESQ(−2α) first-passage bridge from f(0) = A
to f(y) = 0, in the sense of [7]. Let N be a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ), with T−y the
hitting time of −y by X. Then δ (0, f) +N|[0,T−y ] has law ν+cld( · | J+ = y).
Proof. By (2.19), under ν+cld( · |m0=b) a clade N+ has the form δ
(
0, f
)
+
N′. Here, f is a BESQ(−2α) starting from b and, conditionally given f ,
the point process N′ is distributed like N stopped at time T−ζ(f). Then
J+(N+) = ζ(f). Thus, we may further condition ν+cld( · | m0 = b, J+ = y).
Under this new law, N+ has the same form, and f is now distributed like a
BESQ(−2α) first-passage bridge from b to 0 in time y. So, since its lifetime
is fixed, in this setting f is independent of N′. Now,
ν+cld( · | J+ = y) =
∫
ν+cld( · | m0 = b, J+ = y)ν+cld(m0 ∈ db | J+ = y).
The conditional law of m0 above appears in Proposition 3.2 (v). In partic-
ular, under this law, m0 ∼ Exponential (1/2y).
On a suitable probability space (Ω,A,P) let N be a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ) on
[0,∞)× E . We write X = ξN for the scaffolding associated as in (2.10). Fix
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b > 0 and let f be a BESQ(−2α) starting from b and absorbed upon hitting
zero, independent of N. Let N := δ (0, f) + N. We use barred versions of
our earlier notation to refer to the corresponding objects associated with N,
e.g. X = X + ζ(f). Let T 0 = T−ζ(f) denote the first hitting time of 0 by
X, or of −ζ(f) by X, and set N̂ := N|[0,T 0). By (2.19), N̂ has distribution
ν+cld( · | m0 = b). We use hatted versions of our earlier notation to refer to the
corresponding objects associated with N̂. Set (β̂y, y ≥ 0) := skewer(N̂, X̂).
Proposition 3.4 (Entrance law for νBESQ-IP-evolution from {(0, b)}).
The lifetime of (β̂y, y ≥ 0) has InverseGamma(1, b/2) distribution, i.e.
(3.1) P
{
ζ+
(
N̂
)
> y
}
= P(β̂y 6= ∅) = 1− e−b/2y for y > 0.
The conditional law of β̂y given the event {β̂y 6= ∅} equals µ(α)b,1/2y as defined
in (1.3).
We restate the claim about the leftmost block Ly :=L
(α)
b,1/2y under µ
(α)
b,1/2y
in terms of the leftmost spindle mass at level y in a bi-clade N with X = ξN ,
(3.2) my(N) := MyN,X
(
inf{t ≥ 0: MyN,X(t) > 0}
)
.
Lemma 3.5. For b, c, y > 0, νcld{my ∈ dc |m0 = b, ζ+ > y} equals
(3.3) P(Ly∈dc) = 2
αyα
eb/2y − 1c
−1−αe−c/2y
∞∑
n=1
1
n!Γ(n− α)
(
bc
4y2
)n
dc.
with Laplace transform as specified in (1.2) for r = 1/2y.
That this distribution has Laplace transform (1.2) is elementary. We prove
the remainder of this lemma at the end of Appendix A.
Remark 3.6. By Proposition 2.2 (iv)–(v), taking By ∼ Gamma (α, 1/(2y))
independent of γ ∼ PDIP (α, α), and Sy ∼ Exponential ((2y)−α) indepen-
dent of a subordinator (Ry, y ≥ 0) with Laplace exponent Φ1/2y(λ), then
(3.4) Byγ
d
= {(Ry(t−), Ry(t)) : t ∈ [0, Sy], Ry(t−) < Ry(t)},
and we denote its distribution by µ
(α)
0,1/2y.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. By construction, ζ(f) is independent of N.
By Proposition 2.9 and the aforementioned independence, the point process
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Fy = Fy−ζ(f) is a PRM(Leb⊗ νcld). Let Ŝy := `y(T 0). If N̂ survives past level
y then Ŝy is the level y local time at which some excursion of X about level
y first reaches down to level zero:
Ŝy = 1
{
ζ+
(
N̂
)
>y
}
inf
{
s>0: Fy
(
[0, s]× {N : ζ−(N) ≥ y}) > 0} .
Conditionally given the event {ζ+(N̂) > y} of survival beyond level y, it
follows from the Poisson property of Fy and the description of νcld{ζ−∈· }
in Proposition 3.2 (ii) that Ŝy ∼ Exponential ((2y)−α), which is the distri-
bution of Sy as specified in Remark 3.6. In light of this, up to null events,
(3.5)
{
ζ+
(
N̂
) ≤ y} = {Ŝy = 0} = {F̂≥y = 0} = {β̂y = ∅}.
Recall from (2.19) that N̂ ∼ ν+cld{ · | m0 = b}. Thus, (3.1) follows from the
formula for ν+cld{ζ+ > z | m0 = b} stated in Proposition 3.2 (iv).
Assuming ζ+(N̂) > y, time T 0 occurs during an anti-clade of N below
level y at local time Ŝy. In particular, the subsequent level-y clade, also at
local time Ŝy, is cut entirely from N̂. Thus, F̂≥y = F≥y|
[0,Ŝy)
. That is, F̂≥y
is obtained from F≥y by Poisson thinning. By Proposition 3.2 assertions (i),
(ii), and (vii),
νcld{m0 ∈ db; ζ− < y}
= νcld{m0 ∈ db} − νcld{m0 ∈ db | ζ− > y}νcld{ζ− > y}
=
α
Γ(1− α)b
−1−αdb− 1
2α
y−α
α2αyα
Γ(1− α)(1− e
−b/2y)b−1−αdb
=
α
Γ(1− α)b
−1−αe−b/2ydb = e−b/2yνcld{m0 ∈ db}.
Thus, it follows from Proposition 2.10 that the conditional law of
(
My
N̂
◦
τy
N̂
(s) − My
N̂
◦ τy
N̂
(0), s ∈ [0, Ŝy]) given {ζ+(N̂) > y} equals the law of
Ry|[0,Sy ]. Thus, appealing to (3.5), the conditional distribution of β̂y minus
its leftmost block given {β̂y 6= ∅} is as described in (3.4).
The mass my(N̂) of the leftmost block is a function of N̂|
[0,T̂ y)
, whereas
β̂y minus its leftmost block is a function of N̂|
[T̂ y ,∞). When the latter is
shifted to a measure N̂
∣∣←
[0,∞) on [0,∞) × E , these are independent, by the
strong Markov property of N̂. We conclude by Lemma 3.5.
Corollary 3.7 (Transition kernel for νBESQ-IP-evolutions). Fix y > 0.
Let (βyU , U ∈γ) denote an independent family of partitions, with each βyU dis-
tributed like β̂y in Proposition 3.4 with b=Leb(U). Then skewer(y,Nβ,Xβ)
d
=?U∈ββyU , and this law is supported on I.
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Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.8. Note that Corollary 3.7 identifies
(κ
(α)
y , y≥0) as the semigroup of νBESQ-IP-evolutions, which are 1-self-similar
path-continuous Hunt processes by [23, Theorem 1.4] and continuous in the
initial state, by Proposition [23, Proposition 5.20]. Hence, (κ
(α)
y , y ≥ 0) is as
required for Theorem 1.2 and νBESQ-IP-evolutions are type-1 evolutions as
claimed in Theorem 1.8.
3.2. Type-0 evolutions: construction and properties. We will construct
type-0 evolutions from point measures of spindles and associated scaffolding.
Let N denote a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ) on [0,∞) × E . For y ∈ R, let T y denote
the first hitting time of y by the scaffolding X = ξN associated with N in
(2.10). We define
↼
βyj := skewer
(
y,N|[0,T−j), j +X|[0,T−j)
)
for j ∈ N, y ∈ [0, j].
Note that for k > j the pair
(
N
∣∣
[T j−k,T−k), k + X
∣∣
[T j−k,T−k)
)
shifted to a
pair
(
N
∣∣←
[T j−k,T−k), k+X
∣∣←
[T j−k,T−k)
)
on time interval [0, T−k−T j−k] has the
same distribution as
(
N|[0,T−j), j +X|[0,T−j)
)
, and thus
(3.6) (
↼
βyk , y ∈ [0, j])
d
= (
↼
βyj , y ∈ [0, j]).
Thus, by Kolmogorov’s extension theorem and [52, Lemma II.35.1], there
exists a continuous process (
↼
βy, y ≥ 0) such that for every j ∈ N we have
(
↼
βy, y ∈ [0, j]) d= (↼βyj , y ∈ [0, j]).
Definition 3.8 (P0β, P0µ). Let β ∈ I. Let (
↼
βy, y ≥ 0) be as above
and (
⇀
βy, y ≥ 0) an independent type-1 evolution starting from β. Consider
(βy, y ≥ 0) = (↼βy?⇀βy, y ≥ 0). Let P0β its law on C([0,∞), I). For probability
measures µ on I we write P0µ =
∫
P0βµ(dβ).
We will show that P0µ is the distribution of a type-0 evolution starting from
initial distribution µ, by showing that (P0β, β∈I) is a family of distributions
of a Markov process with transition semigroup (κ˜
(α)
y , y≥ 0) as defined just
above Theorem 1.3. The path-continuity of (
↼
βy?
⇀
βy, y≥0) follows from our
results for type-1 evolutions.
Remark 3.9. It is possible to construct the type-0 evolution as the
skewer of a point process of spindles, rather than via consistency and the
extension theorem as we have done above. This would involve setting up a
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β:
(Nβ ,Xβ)
(↼
N,
↼
X
)
. . .
Fig 3.2. To the left of the y-axis,
(↼
N,
↼
X
)
, as in Remark 3.9. To the right, (Nβ ,Xβ), as
below Definition 2.7.
point process of spindles
↼
N on (−∞, 0)×E such that, for a suitable extension
of the definition (2.10) of X, the resulting process
↼
X could be understood
as a Stable(1+α) first-passage descent from ∞ down to 0; see Figure 3.2.
Related processes have been studied in the literature. For example, Bertoin
[5, Section VII.2] constructs spectrally negative Le´vy processes that are con-
ditioned to stay positive. Transforming such a process via sign change and
an increment reversal results in a spectrally positive process coming down
from ∞ to 0. We find the above consistency approach to be notationally
friendlier.
Note that (
↼
βy, y ≥ 0) itself has distribution P0∅. We will see that ∅ is a
reflecting boundary for type-0 evolutions, whereas it is absorbing for type 1.
Proposition 3.10 (Transition kernel under P0β). Take γ ∈ I and y > 0.
Let (γyU , U ∈ γ) denote an independent family of partitions, with each γyU
distributed as β̂y in Proposition 3.4 with b = Leb(U). Let γ0 ∼ µ(α)0,1/2y be as
in (3.4), independent of (γyU , U ∈ γ). Then under P0γ, the interval partition
βy has the same distribution as γ0 ??U∈γ γyU in (1.5).
Proof. Let (
↼
βz) and (
⇀
βz) be as in Definition 3.8 with β = γ. By Corollary
3.7,
⇀
βy
d
= ?U∈γγyU . By construction, this is independent of
↼
βy. It remains
only to show that
↼
βy is distributed like the interval partition arising from
the range of Ry, up to time Sy, in the notation of (3.4).
Let N̂ have law ν+cld{ · |m0=1, ζ+>y}. Let T̂ y denote the first hitting time
of y in its scaffolding X̂. It follows from the description of ν+cld{ · |m0 = 1}
in (2.19) and the strong Markov property of N̂ applied at time T̂ y that the
pair
(
N̂|
[T̂ y ,∞), X̂|[T̂ y ,∞)
)
when shifted by T̂ y to
(
N̂|←
[T̂ y ,∞), X̂|
←
[T̂ y ,∞)
)
has the
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same distribution as
(
N|[T y−j ,T−j), j +X|[T y−j ,T−j)
)
for j > y, so
(3.7) skewer
(
y, N̂|←
[T̂ y ,∞), X̂|
←
[T̂ y ,∞)
)
d
=
↼
βy.
Note that skewer(y, N̂, X̂) equals a single leftmost block, corresponding to
the first jump of X̂ across level y, concatenated with the skewer on the left
in (3.7). By (3.4), that term in (3.7) has the desired distribution.
Let us now state the simple Markov property with respect to the natural
filtration (FyI , y ≥ 0) generated by the canonical process on C([0,∞), I).
Proposition 3.11 (Simple Markov property under P0µ). Let µ be a prob-
ability distribution on I. Fix y > 0. Take η, f : C([0,∞), I) → [0,∞) mea-
surable, with η measurable in FyI . Let θy denote the shift operator. Then
P0µ
[
η f ◦ θy
]
= P0µ
[
η P0βy [f ]
]
.
We prove this result in Appendix B.
Proposition 3.12 (Continuity in the initial state). For f : I → [0,∞)
bounded and continuous and z > 0, the map β 7→ P0β[f(βz)] is continuous
on (I, dI).
Proof. Consider a sequence (βn, n ≥ 0) in I such that dI(βn, β0) → 0
and βyn :=
↼
βyn ?
⇀
βyn, y ≥ 0, associated evolutions as in Definition 3.8, n ≥
0. Then we have
⇀
βzn →
⇀
βz0 in distribution, by weak continuity of κ
(α)
z of
Theorem 1.2. By Skorokhod’s representation theorem, we may assume a.s.
convergence, and we may also assume
↼
βz0 on the same probability space,
independent of (
⇀
βzn, n ≥ 0). Set β˜zn :=
↼
βz0 ?
⇀
βzn, n ≥ 0. Then dI(β˜zn, β˜z0) =
dI(
⇀
βzn,
⇀
βz0) and hence
P0βn [f(β
z)] = E[f(βzn)] = E[f(β˜
z
n)]→ E[f(β˜z0)] = P0β0 [f(βz)].
Corollary 3.13. Take m ∈ N, let f1, . . . , fm : I → [0,∞) be bounded
and continuous, and take 0 ≤ z1 < · · · < zm. Then β 7→ P0β [
∏m
i=1 fi(β
zi)] is
continuous.
See [23, Corollary 5.21] for a proof in the type-1 case. The type-0 case is
analogous, and we also deduce the strong Markov property, in the natural
filtration (FyI , y ≥ 0) generated by the canonical process on C([0,∞), I).
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Proposition 3.14 (Strong Markov property). Let µ be a probability
distribution on I. Let Y be an a.s. finite stopping time in (FyI , y ≥ 0). Take
η, f : C([0,∞), I) → [0,∞) measurable, with η measurable with respect to
FYI . Let θy denote the shift operator. Then P0µ
[
η f ◦ θY
]
= P0µ
[
η P0
βY
[f ]
]
.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Taking Sharpe’s definition of a Hunt process,
e.g. [38, Definition A.18], we must check four properties for the semigroup
(κ˜
(α)
y , y ≥ 0) on (I, dI). By Proposition 3.10, the distributions P0µ are distri-
butions of Markov processes with semigroup (κ˜
(α)
y , y ≥ 0).
(i) By Theorem 2.4, (I, dI) is Lusin.
(ii) From Proposition 3.12, (κ˜
(α)
y , y ≥ 0) is continuous in the initial state.
(iii) By construction before Definition 3.8, sample paths under P0µ are
continuous.
(iv) Proposition 3.14, the strong Markov property holds under P0µ.
We prove 1-self-similarity in Lemma 4.2.
3.3. Total mass processes. Recall that Theorem 1.4 claims BESQ(0) and
BESQ(2α) total masses, respectively, for all type-1 and type-0 evolutions,
regardless of their initial state β ∈ I. By the path-continuity in Theorems
1.2 and 1.3, the total mass processes are path-continuous, so we only need
to check finite-dimensional marginal distributions.
Proof of the type-1 assertion of Theorem 1.4. Let (β̂y, y ≥ 0)
be as in Proposition 3.4. We proceed by establishing: (i) the desired 1-
dimensional marginals; (ii) finite-dimensional marginals. For each of these,
we show the property first for (
∥∥β̂y∥∥, y ≥ 0), then for (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0).
(i) By [51, p. 441], the Laplace transform of the marginal distribution at
time y > 0 of a BESQ(0) process (Z(u), u ≥ 0) starting from b is
E
[
e−λZ(y)
]
= exp
(
− λb
2yλ+ 1
)
.
We wish to compare this to the Laplace transform of
∥∥β̂y∥∥. In the notation
of Proposition 3.4, Lemma 3.5, and Remark 3.6, given that it is not zero,∥∥β̂y∥∥ d= Ry(Sy) + Ly. As noted in Remark 3.6, Ry(Sy) ∼ Gamma (α, 1/2y),
with Laplace transform (2yλ+1)−α. As for Ly, we note that, by Lemma 3.5,
E
[
e−λL
y
]
=
2αyα
eb/2y − 1
∞∑
n=1
1
n!Γ(n− α)
(
b
4y2
)n ∫ ∞
0
cn−1−αe−(λ+1/2y)cdc
=
(2yλ+ 1)α
eb/2y − 1
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
(
b
2y(2yλ+ 1)
)n
.(3.8)
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From (3.1), P
{
β̂y = ∅} = e−b/2y.
Now, to prove E
[
exp
(
−λ∥∥β̂∥∥)] = E [exp (−λZ(y))] it suffices to show
E
[
e−λZ(y)
]
= e−b/2y + (1− e−b/2y)E
[
e−λR
y(Sy)
]
E
[
e−λL
y
]
;
i.e.
E
[
e−λL
y
]
=
E[e−λZ(y)]− e−b/2y
(1− e−b/2y)E[e−λRy(Sy)]
=
(2yλ+ 1)α
1− e−b/2y
(
e−λb/(2yλ+1) − e−b/2y
)
(3.9)
=
(2yλ+ 1)α
eb/2y − 1
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
(
b
2y(2yλ+ 1)
)n
,
which is the expression in (3.8). Hence,
∥∥β̂y∥∥ is distributed like Z(y) for
fixed y. This result extends to general initial states β ∈ I by way of the
independence of the point measures (NU , U ∈ β) in Definition 2.7, and by
[49, Theorem 4.1 (iv)], which states that an arbitrary sum of independent
BESQ(0) processes with summable initial values is a BESQ(0).
(ii) We now prove equality of finite-dimensional marginal distributions by
an induction based on the Markov properties of type-1 evolutions and of
BESQ(0). For 1-dimensional marginals, we have proved the result in part (i).
We now assume the result holds for all n-dimensional marginal distributions
starting from any initial distribution. We write Qa to denote the law of a
BESQ(0) process (Z(y), y≥ 0) starting from a> 0. For all 0≤ y1< · · ·<yn<
yn+1 and λj∈ [0,∞), j∈ [n+ 1], we have, by the simple Markov property,
P1{(0,a)}
n+1∏
j=1
e−λj‖βyj‖
 = P1{(0,a)}
[
e−λ1‖β
y1‖P1βy1
[
n∏
k=1
e−λk+1‖βyk+1−y1‖
]]
= P1{(0,a)}
[
e−λ1‖β
y1‖Q‖βy1‖
[
n∏
k=1
e−λk+1Z(yk+1−y1)
]]
= Qa
[
e−λ1Z(y1)QZ(y1)
[
n∏
k=1
e−λk+1Z(yk+1−y1)
]]
= Qa
n+1∏
j=1
e−λjZ(yj)
.
Again, this extends to general initial distributions by [49, Theorem 4.1 (iv)]
and the independence of the (NU , U ∈ β) in Definition 2.7. This completes
the induction step and establishes the equality of finite-dimensional distri-
butions, hence the equality of distributions of the processes.
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We now show that for any β ∈ I, under P0β we have (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0) ∼
BESQ (2α).
Proof of the type-0 assertion of Theorem 1.4. By definition, a
type-0 evolution is continuous, so it suffices to show that the total mass
process is a Markov process with the same transition kernel as BESQ(2α).
First assume β = ∅. The marginal distribution of BESQ(2α) is given in [27,
(50)] as
q(2α)y (0, b)db =
1
2αyα
1
Γ(α)
bα−1e−b/2ydb,
which is the Gamma(α, 1/2y) distribution. Note that there is no point mass
at b = 0, as 0 is reflecting for BESQ(2α). As noted in (3.4), Ry(Sy) ∼
Gamma (α, 1/2y) as well. The extension to finite-dimensional marginals fol-
lows as in the proof of the type-1 assertion of Theorem 1.4 above. This
completes the proof when β = ∅. Now, by Definition 3.8, the total mass pro-
cess of a type-0 evolution from a general initial state is a BESQ(2α) added
to the total mass process of an independent type-1 evolution, which by the
type-1 assertion is a BESQ(0). Thus, the theorem follows from the well-known
additivity property of BESQ-processes; see e.g. [51, Theorem XI.(1.2)].
As noted in the introduction, type-1 evolutions can be viewed as branch-
ing processes, with each interval giving rise to an independently evolving
component. We have shown that type-1 evolutions have BESQ(0) total mass,
which is itself a continuous-state branching process. We have now also shown
that type-0 evolutions have BESQ(2α) total mass; this can be viewed as a
continuous-state branching process with immigration [32]. Indeed, in the
construction in Definition 3.8, the
⇀
βy component can be viewed as all de-
scendants of the initial population β, while
↼
βy includes all descendants of
subsequent immigrants. See [21, 23] for more discussion of the branching
process interpretation of the scaffolding-and-spindles construction.
We note one additional connection between type-0 and type-1 evolutions.
Proposition 3.15. Fix β ∈ I, a > 0, and let γ := {(0, a)}?β. Consider
an independent pair (f , (βy, y ≥ 0)) comprising a BESQ(−2α) and a type-0
evolution with respective initial states a and γ. Let (β˜y, y ≥ 0) denote a
type-1 evolution starting from γ and let Y denote the lifetime of the original
leftmost block in (β˜y, y ≥ 0). Then Y is an (FyI )-stopping time and
(β˜y, y ∈ [0, Y )) d= ({(0, f(y))} ? βy, y ∈ [0, ζ(f))).
Proof. We begin with β = ∅. Let Nγ ∼ ν+cld( · | m0 = a). By (2.19),
Nγ is distributed like δ (0, f) +N|[0,T−ζ(f)), where f is a BESQ(−2α) starting
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from a, independent of N. Comparing this to the construction of the type-0
evolution (
↼
βy, y ≥ 0) around (3.6) proves the claimed identity in this case.
For other values of β, the type-1 and type-0 evolutions with respective laws
P1γ and P0β may be constructed by concatenating each of the evolutions in
the previous case with an independent type-1 evolution with law P1β.
We define L : IH → [0,∞) to map an interval partition to the mass of
its leftmost block, or 0 if none exists. Let R : IH → [0,∞) denote the re-
maining mass, R(β) = ‖β‖−L(β). It is not hard to see that these maps are
measurable.
Corollary 3.16. Let (βy, y ≥ 0) be a type-1 evolution. Let Y :=
inf{y > 0: L(βy−) = 0}. Then (L(βy), y ∈ [0, Y )) and (R(βy), y ∈ [0, Y ))
are jointly distributed as an independent BESQ(−2α) and BESQ(2α), stopped
when the BESQ(−2α) hits zero.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.15 and Theorem 1.4.
4. De-Poissonization and stationary IP-evolutions.
4.1. Pseudo-stationarity of type-1 evolutions and type-0 evolutions. We
prove Theorem 1.5 in stages over the course of this section by considering
different cases for the law of the initial total mass Z(0). Later, we demon-
strate a stronger form of this theorem in Theorem 4.8.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that in the setting of the type-1, respectively
type-0, assertion of Theorem 1.5 we have Z(0) ∼ Exponential (ρ), respec-
tively Z(0) ∼ Gamma (α, ρ), for some ρ ∈ (0,∞). Then the conditional law of
βy, given {βy 6= ∅}, equals the unconditional law of (2yρ+ 1)Z(0)β.
Proof. We begin with the type-1 case. We prove this by separately com-
paring the Laplace transforms of the leftmost blocks of the two interval
partitions, comparing Laplace exponents of the subordinators of remaining
block masses, and confirming that in each partition the leftmost block is
independent of the remaining blocks. This is done in three steps.
Step 1. Following Proposition 2.2 (iv), we may represent β as {(0, 1 −
G)} ? (Gγ), where G ∼ Beta (α, 1− α) is independent of γ ∼ PDIP (α, α).
Let β := Z(0)β and γ := Z(0)Gγ. We denote the leftmost block of β by
U0 := (0, Z(0)(1−G)). Since Z(0) ∼ Exponential (ρ), the masses Leb(U0)
and ‖γ‖ are independent Gamma(1− α, ρ) and Gamma(α, ρ) variables.
By Proposition 2.2 (iv), the partition γ corresponds to the range of a
Stable(α) subordinator stopped prior to crossing an independent random
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level S ∼ Exponential (ρ). This stopping corresponds to thinning the Pois-
son random measure of jumps, tilting the Le´vy measure by a factor of e−ρx.
By the branching property of the transition kernel κ
(α)
y of type-1 evo-
lutions, we can write βy = ?U∈β γU with independent interval partitions
γU ∼ µ(α)Leb(U),1/2y, U ∈ β. We also write γy =?U∈γ γU so that βy = γU0 ?γy.
If we consider each γU , U ∈ γ, as a mark of the corresponding jump of the
tilted subordinator, these marks form a PRM(Leb⊗ µ∗) on [0,∞)× I with
µ∗ =
∫
(0,∞)
µ
(α)
b,1/2y
α
Γ(1− α)b
−1−αe−ρbdb,
stopped at an independent exponential time E of rate∫ ∞
0
(1− e−ρb) α
Γ(1− α)b
−1−αdb = ρα.
Since µ
(α)
b,1/2y{∅} = e−b/2y, the rate of non-empty interval partitions in a
PRM(Leb⊗ µ∗) is∫ ∞
0
(1−e−b/2y) α
Γ(1−α)e
−ρbb−1−αdb =
(
ρ+
1
2y
)α
−ρα =
((
2yρ+1
2yρ
)α
−1
)
ρα.
By competing exponential clocks, the probability of seeing no non-empty
interval partition before the independent Exponential
(
ρα
)
time is
(4.1) P{γy = ∅} = ρ
α
(((2yρ+ 1)/(2yρ))α − 1) ρα + ρα =
(
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)α
.
Since Leb(U0) ∼ Gamma (1− α, ρ), we also have
(4.2) P{γU0 =∅} =
∫ ∞
0
e−b/2y
1
Γ (1−α)ρ
1−αb−αe−ρbdb =
(
2yρ
2yρ+1
)1−α
.
Thus, by the independence of γU0 and γ
y,
(4.3) P{βy 6= ∅} = 1−
(
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)α+1−α
=
1
2yρ+ 1
.
Step 2. First, we compute the Laplace transform of the leftmost block
mass L(βy) on the event that it arises from γU0 ; then, we compute it on the
event that it arises from one of the interval partitions that make up γy. The
Laplace transform µ
(α)
b,1/2y[e
−λL], may be read from (1.2). We multiply (1.2)
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by the probability 1− e−b/2y of being non-empty and integrate against the
Gamma(1− α, ρ) law of Leb(U0):
E
[
e−λL(γU0 )1{γU0 6= ∅}
]
= E
[
µ
(α)
Leb(U0),1/2y
[
e−λL1{L 6= 0}]]
=
∫ ∞
0
(2yλ+ 1)α
1− e−b/2y
(
e−λb/(2yλ+1) − e−b/2y
)(
1− e−b/2y
) ρ1−αb−α
Γ(1− α)e
−ρbdb
= (2yλ+ 1)α
((
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
ρ(2yλ+ 1) + λ
)1−α
−
(
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)1−α)
.
The non-empty partitions in ?U∈γ γU form an i.i.d. sequence with law
µ∗( · |L 6= 0). Then the contribution to E[exp(−λL(βy))] follows similarly:
E
[
e−λL(γ
y)1{L(γy) > 0 = L(γU0)}
]
=
P{L(γy)>0=L(γU0)}
µ∗{L 6= 0} µ
∗
[
e−λL1{L 6= 0}
]
=
(
2yρ
2yρ+1
)1−α (
1−
(
2yρ
2yρ+1
)α)((
2yρ+1
2yρ
)α − 1) ρα
×
∫ ∞
0
(2yλ+1)α
(
e−λb/(2yλ+1)−e−b/2y
) αb−1−αe−ρb
Γ(1− α) db
(4.4) = (2yλ+ 1)α
((
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)1−α
−
(
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)(
λ+ ρ(2yλ+ 1)
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
)α)
.
Adding these terms and dividing by the formula for P{βy 6= ∅} in (4.3), we
get
E
[
e−λL(β
y)
∣∣∣βy 6= ∅]
= (2yλ+1)α
(
(2yρ+1)
(
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
ρ(2yλ+1) + λ
)1−α
− 2yρ
(
ρ(2yλ+1) + λ
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
)α)
=
(
ρ
ρ(2yλ+1) + λ
)1−α
=
(
ρ/(2yρ+ 1)
(ρ/(2yρ+1)) + λ
)1−α
.
This is the Laplace transform of (2yρ+1)Leb(U0)∼Gamma (1−α, ρ/(2yρ+1)).
Step 3. As noted after Theorem 1.2, we have γU 6= ∅ for at most finitely
many U ∈ β, and βy equals the concatenation of γU0 with those finitely
many γU . Recall from Step 1 that we may view the γU , U ∈ γ, as points
of a PRM(Leb⊗ µ∗) stopped at an independent Exponential(ρα) time. If
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we condition on {βy 6= ∅} then, following the competing exponential clocks
argument around (4.1), we may view the non-empty γU beyond the leftmost
non-empty interval partition as coming from an infinite sequence of inde-
pendent interval partitions with distribution µ∗( · |L 6= 0) stopped after an
independent number D ∼ Geometric((2yρ/(2yρ+ 1))α) of clades, where D
can equal 0.
In the notation of Remark 3.6, the ith interval partition with distribu-
tion µ∗( · |L 6= 0) contributes its own leftmost block (0, Lyi ), followed by
masses from an independent subordinator Ryi stopped at an independent
Exponential((2y)−α) time Syi , for all i ≥ 1. The leftmost non-empty in-
terval partition contributes a special leftmost block studied in Step 2, and
independent masses from (Ry0, S
y
0 ), as for i ≥ 1. We call the masses from
(Ryi , S
y
i ), i ≥ 0, the “remaining masses.” So, we may view the masses in βy
beyond the far leftmost as arising from an alternating sequence of remain-
ing masses of interval partitions i = 0, . . . , D and the leftmost blocks for
i = 1, . . . , D.
The stopped Ryi from all i ≥ 0 can be combined to capture all remaining
masses in a single unstopped subordinator Ryrem with Laplace exponent Φ1/2y
as in Remark 3.6, independent of (Syi , i ≥ 0) and D, and hence of S˜y :=
Sy0 + · · ·+ SyD, which is exponential with parameter
(2y)−α(2yρ/(2yρ+ 1))α = (ρ/(2yρ+ 1))α.
This is the time that corresponds to stopping Ryrem after the Dth non-empty
interval partition. This independence also yields the independence of Ryrem
from the subordinator that has jumps of sizes Lyi at times S0 + · · · + Syi−1,
i ≥ 1, with Laplace exponent (2y)−αµ∗[1− e−λL |L 6= 0]. Note
µ∗
[
1−e−λL
∣∣∣L 6=0] = 1− µ∗ [e−λL∣∣L 6= 0]
µ∗{L 6= 0}
= 1− (2yλ+ 1)α
(
2yρ+1
2yρ
)α − (ρ+(2yρ+1)λρ(1+2λy) )α(
2yρ+1
2yρ
)α − 1 ,
where the expression is a multiple of that in (4.4). By an elementary thinning
argument, this subordinator stopped after the Dth jump can be viewed as a
subordinator with Laplace exponent
ΦyLMB(λ) =
1
(2y)α
(
1−
(
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)α)
µ∗
[
1− e−λL
∣∣∣L 6= 0]
=
1
(2y)α
(
1−
(
2yρ
2yρ+1
)α
− (2yλ+1)α
(
1−
(
2yρ
2yρ+1
)α(ρ+(2yρ+1)λ
ρ(2yλ+1)
)α))
.
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stopped at the independent time S˜y ∼ Exponential((ρ/(2yρ+ 1))α).
Putting these pieces together, Φ1/2y(λ) + Φ
y
LMB(λ) is given by
1
(2y)α
(
(2λy+1)α−1+1−
(
2yρ
2yρ+1
)α
−(2yλ+1)α+
(
2y
2yρ+1
)α
(ρ+(2yρ+1)λ)α
)
=
(
λ+
ρ
2yρ+ 1
)α
−
(
ρ
2yρ+ 1
)α
=
∫ ∞
0
(1−e−λx) α
Γ(1−α)e
−xρ/(2yρ+1)x−1−αdx.
The last expression above is the Laplace transform of a subordinator that,
when stopped at an independent Exponential
(
(ρ/(2yρ+ 1))α
)
time, corre-
sponds as in (3.4) to a PDIP(α, α) scaled by a Gamma(α, ρ/(2yρ+ 1)) variable
that is independent of the PDIP(α, α). Putting this together with the result
of Step 2 and the independence, in both βy and β, of the leftmost block
from the rest, we conclude that βy is distributed like a PDIP(α, 0) scaled by
an independent Exponential(ρ/(2yρ+ 1)) variable, as desired.
Looking at the semigroup κ˜
(α)
y defined in Introduction, Step 3 above also
proves the claim for the type-0 evolution.
Lemma 4.2 (Scaling invariance of type-1 and type-0 evolutions). Fix
c > 0. If (βy, y ≥ 0) is a type-1 (respectively type-0) evolution then so is
(cβy/c, y ≥ 0).
Proof. As scaling clearly preserves path properties and Markovianity,
we compare the semigroups of (βy, y ≥ 0) and (cβy/c, y ≥ 0). It suffices to
show that cL
(α)
b/c,rc
d
= L
(α)
b,r and cY
(α)
rc (s/cα)
d
= Y
(α)
r (s):
E
[
exp
(
−λcL(α)b/c,rc
)]
=
(
rc+λc
rc
)α e(b/c)(rc)2/(rc+λc)−1
e(b/c)rc − 1 = E
[
exp
(
−λL(α)b,r
)]
,
E
[
exp
(
−λcY (α)rc (s/cα)
)]
= e−(s/c
α)(rc+λc)α) = E
[
exp
(
−λY (α)r (s)
)]
.
We can now invert Laplace transforms to deduce the following.
Proposition 4.3. Both assertions of Theorem 1.5 hold if Z(0) = b ≥ 0
is fixed.
Proof. Type-1 case. The case b = 0 is trivial. The transition density
of BESQ(0) can be read from [27, equation (51)]. For Z(0) = b > 0 we get
P{Z(y) = 0} = e−b/2y and on (0,∞)
(4.5) P{Z(y) ∈ dc} = 1
2y
√
b
c
exp
(
−b+ c
2y
)
I1
(√
bc
y
)
db,
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where I1 is the Bessel function. Let (β
y
1 , y ≥ 0) denote a type-1 evolution
with initial state β ∼ PDIP (α, 0). For c > 0 and y ≥ 0 let βyc := cβy/c1 ; by
Lemma 4.2 this is a type-1 evolution. For ρ > 0, let Zρ ∼ Exponential (ρ)
be independent of (βy1 ). By Proposition 4.1, for all ρ > 0 and all bounded
continuous f : I → [0,∞) with f(∅) = 0 we have∫ ∞
0
e−ρbE[f(βyb )]db =
1
ρ
E
[
f
(
βyZρ
)]
=
1
2yρ+ 1
∫ ∞
0
e−ρbE[f((2yρ+ 1)bβ)]db
=
1
(2yρ+ 1)2
∫ ∞
0
e−ρc/(2yρ+1)E[f(cβ)]dc.(4.6)
We want to identify this Laplace transform as the claimed∫ ∞
0
e−ρb
∫ ∞
0
1
2y
√
b
c
exp
(
−b+ c
2y
)
I1
(√
bc
y
)
E[f(cβ)]dcdb
=
∫ ∞
0
1
2y
1√
c
e−c/2yE[f(cβ)]
∫ ∞
0
√
be−(ρ+(1/2y))bI1
(√
bc
y
)
dbdc
=
∫ ∞
0
1
2y
1√
c
e−c/2yE[f(cβ)]
√
c
y2
1
2(ρ+(1/2y))2
exp
(
c
4y2(ρ+(1/2y))
)
dc,
(4.7)
where we use well-known formulas for integrals involving the Bessel function
I1: specifically, the normalization of (4.5) and differentiation d/dx under the
integral sign give rise to∫ ∞
0
1√
u
e−xuI1(
√
uv)du =
2√
v
(
ev/4x − 1
)
and
∫ ∞
0
√
ue−xuI1(
√
uv)du =
√
v
2x2
ev/4x
for all x, v ∈ (0,∞). As desired, (4.6) and (4.7) can easily be seen to be
equal. By continuity in the initial condition for type-1 evolutions (proved
in [23, Proposition 5.20]), the map b 7→ E[f(βyb )] is continuous, so for all
b, y ∈ (0,∞), we conclude that E [f(βyb )] equals∫ ∞
0
1
2y
√
b
c
e−(b+c)/2yI1
(√
bc
y
)
E[f(cβ)]dc = E
[
f(Z(y)β)
]
.
Equality in distribution follows since, as noted in Theorem 2.4, (I, dI) is
Lusin, so bounded continuous functions separate points in I.
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Type-0 case. We begin with a similar argument, making the obvious ad-
justments of letting (βyb , y ≥ 0) denote a type-0 evolution for b > 0, taking
β ∼ PDIP (α, α), and setting Zρ ∼ Gamma (α, ρ). Then Proposition 4.1 gives∫ ∞
0
1
Γ(α)
ραbα−1e−ρbE[f(βyb )]db
= E
[
f(βyZρ)
]
=
∫ ∞
0
1
Γ(α)
ραbα−1e−ρbE[f((2ρy + 1)bβ)]db
=
∫ ∞
0
1
Γ(α)
cα−1
(
ρ
2ρy + 1
)α
e−ρc/(2ρy+1)E[f(cβ)]dc.
Since the total mass evolution is BESQ(2α), considering f of the form g (‖ · ‖)
gives
1
Γ(α)
cα−1
(
ρ
2ρy + 1
)α
e−ρc/(2ρy+1) =
∫ ∞
0
1
Γ(α)
ραbα−1e−ρbq(2α)y (b, c)db,
where q
(2α)
y is the time-y transition density of BESQ(2α). Hence, after the
cancellation of ρα/Γ(α),∫ ∞
0
bα−1e−ρbE[f(βyb )]db =
∫ ∞
0
bα−1e−ρb
∫ ∞
0
q(2α)y (b, c)E[f(cβ)]dcdb.
Since this holds for all ρ > 0, we conclude by uniqueness of Laplace trans-
forms that
bα−1E[f(βyb )] = b
α−1
∫ ∞
0
q(2α)y (b, c)E[f(cβ)]dc,
first for Lebesgue-a.e. b > 0, then for every b > 0 by continuity. Again, this
gives equality in distribution, since (I, dI) is Lusin.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The arguments for types 0 and 1 are identical.
We showed in the proof of Proposition 4.3 that βyb has the same distribution
as Z(y)β for all Z(0) = b ≥ 0. Now consider any random Z(0) independent
of (βy1 , y ≥ 0).
E
[
f
(
βyZ(0)
)]
=
∫ ∞
0
E[f(βyb )]P{Z(0) ∈ db}
=
∫ ∞
0
E[f(Z(y)β) | Z(0) = b]P{Z(0) ∈ db}
= E[f(Z(y)β)].
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4.2. Diffusions on (I, dI), stationary with PDIP(α, 0) and PDIP(α, α) laws.
Throughout this section we write I1 := {γ ∈ I : ‖γ‖ = 1}. Recall the de-
Poissonization transformation of Theorem 1.6. In this section, we prove that
theorem. We slightly update our earlier notation.
Definition 4.4 (De-Poissonization). For β = (βy, y≥0) ∈ C([0,∞), I)
with β0 6= ∅, we set for all u ≥ 0
βu :=
∥∥∥βρβ(u)∥∥∥−1 βρβ(u), where ρβ(u) = inf {y≥0: ∫ y
0
‖βz‖−1 dz>u
}
.
We call the map D sending (βy, y ≥ 0) 7→ (βu, u ≥ 0) the de-Poissonization
map and we call (βu, u ≥ 0) the de-Poissonized process.
Proposition 4.5. For β = (βy, y ≥ 0) a type-0 or type-1 evolution with
initial state β 6= ∅, the time-change ρβ is continuous and strictly increasing,
and limu↑∞ ρβ(u) = inf{y > 0: βy = ∅}.
This is really an assertion about integrals of inverses of the BESQ total
mass processes of Theorem 1.4, and in that setting it is common knowledge.
It can be read, for example, from [27, p. 314-5]. The a.s. path-continuity
claimed in Theorem 1.6 follows from Proposition 4.5 and the path-continuity
of the type-1 and type-0 evolutions. It remains to prove the claimed Markov
property and stationary distributions.
Take β = (βy, y ≥ 0) ∈ C([0,∞), I) with β0 6= ∅. By changes of variables
we see that D(β) = D(cβy/c, y ≥ 0) for all c > 0.
Consequently, a type-1 (respectively, type-0) evolution starting from cβ has
the same de-Poissonized process as a type-1 (resp. type-0) evolution starting
from β. Thus, for laws µ on I \ {∅} we can denote by P1µ (resp. P0µ) the
distribution of a de-Poissonized type-1 (resp. type-0) evolution starting from
the initial distribution µ of ‖β‖−1 β, where β ∼ µ.
Recall the natural filtration (FyI , y ≥ 0) on C([0,∞), I) used in the
Markov properties of type-0 and type-1 evolutions, such as Propositions
3.11 and 3.14. Since (ρβ(u), u ≥ 0) is an increasing family of (FyI )-stopping
times, we can introduce the time-changed filtration FuI = F
ρβ(u)
I , u ≥ 0.
Proposition 4.6 (Strong Markov property of de-Poissonized evolutions).
Let µ be a probability distribution on I1. Let U be an a.s. finite (FuI)-stopping
time. Let η and f be non-negative, measurable functions on C([0,∞), I1),
with η being FUI -measurable. Then
P1µ
[
η f ◦ θU
]
= P1µ
[
η P1
βU
[
f
]]
, and P0µ
[
η f ◦ θU
]
= P0µ
[
η P0
βU
[
f
]]
.
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Proof. We begin by proving the type-0 assertion. In fact, we prove a
stronger statement. Consider the canonical process β = (βy, y ≥ 0) under
P0µ, so D(β) is a de-Poissonized type-0 evolution with law P0µ. We show the
strong Markov property of D(β) with respect to (FuI , u≥0).
Let V be an a.s. finite (FuI)-stopping time. Consider η : C([0,∞), I) →
[0,∞) measurable in FVI and set f := f ◦D, where f is as in the statement
above. Let Y := ρβ(V ). Since ρβ is (FuI)-adapted, continuous and strictly
increasing, [31, Proposition 7.9] yields that Y is an (FyI )-stopping time and
FYI = FVI . Now, let θ denote the shift operator. For u ≥ 0,
βV+u =
∥∥∥βρβ(V+u)∥∥∥−1 βρβ(V+u) = ∥∥∥βY+h(u)∥∥∥−1 βY+h(u),
where h(u) := ρθY β(u). Thus, θV ◦D = D ◦ θY . Then
P0µ
[
η f ◦ θV ◦D
]
= P0µ [η f ◦ θY ]
= P0µ
[
η P0βY [f ]
]
= P0µ
[
η P0βY
[
f ◦D]] = P0µ [η P0βV [f ]] ,
by the strong Markov property of the type-0 evolution, Proposition 3.14.
The same argument works for the de-Poissonized type-1 evolution and the
laws P1µ.
Proof of the Hunt assertion of Theorem 1.6. As in the proof of
Theorem 1.3, we must check four properties.
(i) By Theorem 2.4, (I, dI) is Lusin. Since the mass map ‖ · ‖ is continu-
ous, the set I1 is a Borel subset of this space, and is thus Lusin as well.
(ii) From Proposition 3.12 (and Theorem 1.2), the semi-group for the
type-0 (resp. type-1) evolution is continuous in the initial state. Helland [28,
Theorem 2.6] shows that time-change operations of the sort considered here
are continuous maps from Skorokhod space to itself. Thus, the semi-group
for the de-Poissonized type-0 (resp. type-1) evolution is also continuous.
(iii) Sample paths are continuous, as noted after the statement of Propo-
sition 4.5.
(iv) Proposition 4.6 gives the required strong Markov property.
To prove stationarity, we progressively strengthen the pseudo-stationarity
results of Theorem 1.5. Denote by (Fymass, y ≥ 0) the right-continuous filtra-
tion on C([0,∞), I) generated by (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0).
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Lemma 4.7. Let µ denote the law of Bβ, where B is some non-negative
random variable independent of β ∼ PDIP (α, 0). Then for all y ≥ 0, all
Fymass-measurable η : C([0,∞), I) → [0,∞), and all measurable h : I1 →
[0,∞), we have
P1µ
[
η1{βy 6= ∅}h
(
‖βy‖−1 βy
)]
= P1µ [η1{βy 6= ∅}]E
[
h
(
β
)]
.
The same assertion holds if we replace superscript ‘1’s with ‘0’s and take
β ∼ PDIP (α, α).
Proof. We begin with the type-1 assertion. Let (γy, y ≥ 0) denote a
type-1 evolution with γ0 = β ∼ PDIP (α, 0), and suppose this is independent
of B, with both defined on (Ω,A,P). Then (Bγy/B, y ≥ 0) has law P1µ. By
Theorem 1.5, for f0, f1 : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) measurable,
P1µ
[
f0(
∥∥β0∥∥)f1 (‖βy‖)1{βy 6= ∅}h(‖βy‖−1 βy)]
= E
[
f0(B)f1
(
B
∥∥∥γy/B∥∥∥)1{γy/B 6= ∅}h(∥∥∥γy/B∥∥∥−1 γy/B)]
=
∫ ∞
0
f0(m)E
[
f1
(
m
∥∥∥γy/m∥∥∥)1{γy/m 6=∅}h(∥∥∥γy/m∥∥∥−1γy/m)]P{B∈dm}
=
∫ ∞
0
f0(m)E
[
f1
(
m
∥∥∥γy/m∥∥∥)1{γy/m 6= ∅}]E[h(β)]P{B ∈ dm}
= P1µ
[
f0
(∥∥β0∥∥) f1 (‖βy‖)1{βy 6= ∅}]E[h(β)].
An inductive argument based on the Markov property of the type-1 evolution
then says that for 0 < y1 < · · · < yn (writing yj = yj − y1, j ∈ [n]) and
f0, . . . , fn : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) measurable,
P1µ
[
n∏
j=0
fj (‖βyj‖)1{βyn 6= ∅}h
(
‖βyn‖−1 βyn
)]
= P1µ
[
f0
(∥∥β0∥∥)P1βy1
[
n∏
j=1
fj
(∥∥βyj∥∥)1{βyn 6=∅}h(∥∥βyn∥∥−1βyn)]]
= P1µ
[
f0
(∥∥β0∥∥)P1βy1
[
n∏
j=1
fj
(∥∥βyj∥∥)1{βyn 6= ∅}]E[h(β)]]
= P1µ
[
n∏
j=0
fj (‖βyj‖)1{βyn 6= ∅}
]
E[h(β)].
A monotone class theorem completes the proof. The same argument works
for type 0.
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To do de-Poissonization, we will replace y by a stopping time in the filtra-
tion (Fymass, y ≥ 0), specifically the time-change stopping times Y = ρβ(u).
Theorem 4.8 (Strong pseudo-stationarity). Let µ denote the law of
Bβ, where B is some non-negative random variable independent of β ∼
PDIP (α, 0). Let Y be an (Fymass, y ≥ 0)-stopping time. Then for all FYmass-
measurable η : C([0,∞), I)→ [0,∞) and all measurable h : I1 → [0,∞),
P1µ
[
η1{βY 6= ∅}h
(∥∥βY ∥∥−1 βY )] = P1µ [η1{βY 6= ∅}]E [h (β)] .
The same assertion holds if we replace superscript ‘1’s with ‘0’s and take
β ∼ PDIP (α, α).
Proof. We begin with the type-1 assertion. We use the standard dyadic
approximation of Y by Yn = 2
−nb2nY +1c∧2n which eventually tends to Y
from above. Since Y and Yn are (Fymass)-stopping times, the random variable
ηk = η1{Yn = k2−n} is Fk2−nmass -measurable for k ∈ [22n − 1]. By Lemma 4.7,
P1µ
[
η1
{
βYn 6= ∅; Yn = k2−n
}
h
(∥∥βYn∥∥−1 βYn)]
= P1µ
[
ηk1
{
βk2
−n 6= ∅
}
h
(∥∥∥βk2−n∥∥∥−1 βk2−n)]
= P1µ
[
ηk1
{
βk2
−n 6= ∅
}]
E[h(β)]
= P1µ
[
η1
{
βYn 6= ∅; Yn = k2−n
}]
E[h(β)].
Summing over k ∈ [22n−1] and letting n→∞, the continuity of (βy) and the
observation that
⋃
k∈[22n−1]
{
βYn 6= ∅; Yn = k2−n
}
increases to
{
βYn 6= ∅}
complete the proof for type 1, first for continuous h, but then for measurable
h via the monotone class theorem. The type-0 argument is identical.
Proof of the stationarity assertions of Theorem 1.6.
We apply Theorem 4.8 to η = 1 and the stopping times Y = ρβ(u), which
satisfy βY 6= ∅ a.s.. In the notation of Proposition 4.6,
P1µ[h(βu)] = P1µ
[
1
{
βρβ(u) 6= ∅
}
h
(∥∥∥βρβ(u)∥∥∥−1 βρβ(u))] = E[h(β)]
for each u > 0, as required. The same argument applies to type 0.
APPENDIX A: STATISTICS OF CLADES AND EXCURSIONS
In this section we prove Proposition 3.2. More results in the vein of Propo-
sition A.1 may be derived from these in a similar manner. Several of the
following may be construed as descriptions of the Itoˆ excursion measure νstb
associated with X. We use notation J := J+ + J−.
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Proposition A.1. (i) νcld
{
len>x
}
=
(1 + α)x−α/(1+α)
(2αΓ(1+α))1/(1+α)Γ(1/(1+α))
.
(ii) νcld
{
J > z
}
=
1 + α
Γ(1 + α)Γ(1− α)2α z
−α.
(iii) νcld
{
J+ ∈ dy ∣∣ m0 = b} = (b/2)1+α
Γ(1 + α)
y−α−2e−b/2ydy.
(iv) νcld
{
m0 > b
}
=
1
Γ(1− α)b
−α.
(v) νcld
{
J+ > y
}
=
1
Γ(1 + α)Γ(1− α)2α y
−α.
(vi) νcld{m0 ≤ b | J+ = y} = 1− e−b/2y.
(vii) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ J+ = y} = 1{z ≥ y}(z − y
z
)α
.
(viii) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ m0 = b} = e−b/2z.
(ix) νcld
{
ζ+ > z
}
=
1
2α
z−α.
(x) νcld{m0 ∈ db | ζ+ ≥ z} = α(2z)
α
Γ(1− α)b
−α−1(1− e−b/2z)db.
Each of these identities also holds if we replace all superscripts ‘+’ with ‘−’.
The equivalence when replacing ‘+’s with ‘−’s follows from the reversal
property stated in (2.19). Before proving these identities we note a pair of
relevant properties of X. Recall that (T y, y ∈ R) denotes the first hitting
times for X.
Proposition A.2 (Theorem VII.1 of [5]). The process (T−y, y ≥ 0) of
hitting times is Stable(1/(1 + α)) subordinator, and its Laplace exponent is
the inverse ψ−1 of the Laplace exponent of X:
(A.1)
E
[
e−θT
−y]
= e−yψ
−1(θ), where ψ−1(θ) = (2αΓ(1 + α))1/(1+α θ1/(1+α).
Proposition A.3. For each y ∈ R, the shifted inverse local time process
(τy(s) − τy(0), s ≥ 0) is a Stable(α/(1 + α)) subordinator with Laplace
exponent Φ(θ) = (1 + α) (2αΓ(1 + α))−1/(1+α) θα/(1+α).
Proof. It is straightforward to check that this is a Stable(α/(1 + α))
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subordinator. For f : R→ R bounded and measurable,∫ ∞
−∞
f(y)`y(t)dy =
∫ t
0
f(X(s))ds
d
=
∫ t
0
f
(
c1/(1+α)X
(s
c
))
ds =
∫ t/c
0
f
(
c1/(1+α)X(r)
)
cdr
=
∫ ∞
−∞
cf
(
c1/(1+α)y
)
`y
(
t
c
)
dy =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(z)cα/(1+α)`c
−1/(1+α)z
(
t
c
)
dz.
Hence (cα/(1+α)`c
−1/(1+α)y(t/c); t ≥ 0, y ∈ R) d= (`y(t); t ≥ 0, y ∈ R) and so
τ0(s)
d
= inf
{
t ≥ 0 : cα/(1+α)`0(t/c) > s
}
= cτ0(s/cα/(1+α))
satisfies Stable(α/(1 + α)) self-similarity. Thus, E[e−θτ0(s)] = e−sbθα/(1+α)
for some b ∈ (0,∞). To identify b, we use the property that P{X(t) ≤ 0} =
1/(1+α) for all t > 0. This follows from an identity in [5, p. 218]. Specifically,
let Sθ be an Exponential (θ) random variable independent of X and define
Kθ := E[`
0(Sθ)]. Then on the one hand,
Kθ =
∫ ∞
0
P{`0(Sθ) > s}ds
=
∫ ∞
0
P{Sθ > τ0(s)}ds =
∫ ∞
0
E
[
e−θτ
0(s)
]
ds =
1
b
θ−α/(1+α).
On the other hand, by the strong Markov property of X at the hitting time
T y, spatial homogeneity, and Proposition A.2,
E[`y(Sθ)] = P{T y < Sθ}E[`0(Sθ)] = eyψ−1(θ)Kθ for y ≤ 0.
By Fubini’s theorem and the occupation density formula for local times
1
1 + α
= P{X(Sθ) ≤ 0} = E
[∫ ∞
0
θe−θs1{X(s) ≤ 0}ds
]
= E
[∫ ∞
0
θ2e−θt
∫ t
0
1{X(s) ≤ 0}dsdt
]
= E
[∫ ∞
0
θ2e−θt
∫ 0
−∞
`y(t)dydt
]
= θ
∫ 0
−∞
E [`y(Sθ)] dy
= θKθ
∫ 0
−∞
eyψ
−1(θ)dy = θKθ (2
αΓ(1 + α))−1/(1+α) θ−1/(1+α).
Substituting in for Kθ, we get 1/(1 + α) = (1/b) (2
αΓ(1 + α))−1/(1+α); iso-
lating b gives the desired value.
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Recall that P{X(t) ≤ 0} = 1/(1+α). On the other hand, the Itoˆ excursion
measure νstb of X, which we can obtain as push-forward of νBESQ under
the scaffolding construction (2.10), is invariant under increment reversal
(180◦ rotation around the unique jump across 0), by (2.15). This means
that typically, the process has spent half its time positive up to the last zero
but is likely to be found in the first half of a much longer excursion. We now
derive the results in Proposition A.1.
Proof of Proposition A.1. (i). For convenience, we quote (2.15) here:
(A.2) νcld(Rcld(N) ∈ · ) = νcld and νcld(ccld N ∈ · ) = c−ανcld.
The latter of these formulas entails that νcld{len > x} = Cx−α/(1+α), for
some constant C. As noted in Proposition A.3, the inverse local time process
(τ0(s), s ≥ 0) is a subordinator. Its Le´vy measure Π equals νcld{len ∈ · }.
Then, recalling the identity Φ(θ) =
∫∞
0 (1− e−θx)dΠ(x), which may be read
from [5, Chapter 3], we obtain (i) by solving for C in
(1+α) (2αΓ(1+α))−1/(1+α) θα/(1+α) =
∫ ∞
0
(1−e−θx)C α
1+α
x−1−α/(1+α)dx.
(ii). The length of a bi-clade N equals the time until the first crossing
of zero, plus the subsequent time until its scaffolding X hits zero. Suppose
N ∼ νcld{ · | J+ = y}. Decomposing N = N− ?N+ with the convention of a
split central spindle, the scaffolding X+ of the positive part is a Stable(1+α)
first-passage path from y down to zero independent of the negative part X−,
by the strong Markov property under νstb at the crossing time T
+
0 . Thus,
by (A.2), if N ∼ νcld{ · | J− = x} then X− is the increment reversal of
a Stable(1+α) first-passage path from x down to zero, again independent
of X+. Appealing to the subordinator property noted in Proposition A.3,
under νcld{ · | (J−, J+) = (x, y)}, the length len is distributed as the hitting
time T−x−y. Thus, νcld{len ∈ · | J = z} equals the law of T−z.
It follows from the right-continuity of X that νcld{J > z} is finite for all
z > 0. By the scaling property (A.2), this equals Cz−α for some constant C.
It remains to determine the value of C. By Proposition A.3, our argument
for (i) above, and Proposition A.2,
1 + α
2α/(1+α)(Γ(1 + α))1/(1+α)
θα/(1+α) = νcld
[
1− e−θlen(N)
]
=
∫ ∞
0
(
1−E
[
e−θT
−z])
αCz−1−αdz=CΓ(1−α) (2αΓ(1+α))α/(1+α) θα/(1+α).
Solving for C gives the desired result.
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(iii). Let N have law νcld{ · | m0 = b}. Let fˆ denote the leftmost spindle in
N+, i.e. the top part of the middle spindle of N . By (2.19), fˆ is a BESQ(−2α)
started from b and killed at zero. Then J+(N) = ζ(fˆ); the law of the latter is
specified in Lemma 2.5, which quotes [27]. In particular, this has distribution
InverseGamma(1 + α, b/2).
(iv). We know this formula up to a constant from (A.2) and the m0 entry
in Table 3.1 on page 17. To obtain the constant, we appeal to (ii) and (iii). In
particular, it follows from (2.18)–(2.19) that for N with law νcld{ · | m0 = b},
the over- and undershoot are i.i.d. with law InverseGamma
(
1 + α, b2
)
, as in
(iii) above. This allows us to express νcld{J ∈ dy | m0 = b} as∫ y
0
b2+2α
22+2α(Γ(1 + α)2)
1
(zy − z2)2+α exp
(
− b
2z
− b
2(y − z)
)
dz.
Integrating this against the law νcld{m0 ∈ db} = Cb−1−αdb, we get
νcld{J ∈ dy}
= dy
∫ ∞
0
Cb−1−α
∫ y
0
b2+2α(zy−z2)−2−α
22+2α(Γ(1+α))2
exp
(
− b
2z
− b
2(y−z)
)
dzdb
=
Cdy
22+2α(Γ(1 + α))2
∫ y
0
(zy − z2)−2−αΓ (2 + α)
(
y
2(zy − z2)
)−2−α
dz
=
(1 + α)C
2αΓ(1 + α)
y−1−αdy.
Setting this equal to (ii) gives C = α/Γ(1− α), as desired.
(v) and (vi). The former arises from integrating the product of formula
(iii) with the derivative of (iv). The latter is then computed by Bayes’ rule.
(vii). By the strong Markov property under νstb at the crossing time
T+0 , this equals the probability that a Stable(1+α) process started from y
exits the interval [0, z] out of the lower boundary first. This is a standard
calculation via scale functions [5, Theorem VII.8], carried out for a spectrally
negative stable process in [6], from which the claimed result can be obtained
by a sign change.
(viii). This is computed by integrating the product of formulas (iii) and
(vii), which can be reduced to a Gamma integral.
(ix) and (x). The former is computed by integrating the product of the
derivative of formula (iv) with (viii). The latter follows via Bayes’ Rule.
The remaining results in this section go towards proving Lemma 3.5 and
thereby completing the proof of Proposition 3.4.
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N̂1
T̂ 01 T̂
0
2T̂
z
2
N̂2
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y
ζ−(N∗)
z
my
(
N̂1
) m0(N∗)
z
Fig A.1. Illustration of the coupling in the proof of Lemma A.4.
Lemma A.4. Recall (3.2) defining my(N) as the mass of the leftmost
spindle at level y. Then for all 0 < z < y
(A.3) ν+cld{my∈dc | J+=z, ζ+>y}=
α2αc−1−α
Γ(1− α)
e−c/2y−e−c/2(y−z)
(y−z)−α− y−α db.
Proof. We prove this by showing that ν+cld{my ∈ db | J+ = z, ζ+ > y}
equals
ν+cld{m0 ∈ db | ζ+ ∈ (y − z, y)}
=
ν+cld{m0∈db|ζ+>y−z}ν+cld{ζ+>y−z}−ν+cld{m0∈db|ζ+>y}ν+cld{ζ+>y}
ν+cld{ζ+>y−z}−ν+cld{ζ+>y}
.
The latter equals the right hand side of (A.3) by Proposition A.1 (ix) and
(x). We prove this by a coupling construction, illustrated in Figure A.1.
Fix y > z > 0. Let N̂1 ∼ ν+cld{ · | J+ = z}. As in Corollary 3.3, this
may be expressed as N̂1 = δ (0, f1) + N1
∣∣
[0,T−z1 ]
, where ζ(f1) = z, N1 is a
PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ), and T−z1 = T̂ 01 is the hitting time of −z by the scaffolding
X1 associated with N1 as in (2.10), or that of 0 by X̂1. Correspondingly, let
N̂2 = δ (0, f2) +N2
∣∣
[0,T−y2 ]
have distribution ν+cld( · | J+ = y). Let T̂ z2 denote
the time at which X̂2 first hits z and T
−y
2 = T̂
0
2 the time at which it hits
zero. Then (N̂2
∣∣
(T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 )
, X̂2
∣∣
[T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 ]
) shifted to turn into measure/scaffolding
on [0, T̂ 02 − T̂ z2 ], denoted by (N̂2
∣∣←
(T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 )
, X̂2
∣∣←
[T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 ]
), will satisfy
(A.4)
(
N̂2
∣∣←
(T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 )
, X̂2
∣∣←
[T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 ]
)
d
=
(
N̂1
∣∣
(0,T̂ 01 )
, X̂1
∣∣
(0,T̂ 01 )
)
,
which is a Stable(1+α) first passage from z down to zero.
The time T̂ z2 = T
z−y
2 occurs during the first bi-clade N
∗ of N2 about level
0 that has ζ−(N∗) ≥ y − z. Now, consider the event A2 that X̂2 returns
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up to level y during the time interval [T̂ z2 , T̂
0
2 ]. Then A2 = {ζ−(N∗) < y}.
Thus, conditionally given A2, the mass m
0(N∗) is distributed according to
ν+cld{m0 ∈ · | ζ− ∈ (y− z, y)}. This is equal, via the time-reversal invariance
of (2.19), to the distribution ν+cld{m0 ∈ · | ζ+ ∈ (y − z, y)}.
The quantity m0(N∗) and the event A2 correspond, via (A.4), to the
quantity my(N̂1) and the event A1 that X̂1 reaches level y before reaching
zero. Conditionally given A1, the mass m
y(N̂1) is distributed according to
ν+cld{my ∈ · | J+ = z, ζ+ > y}. Thus, the two laws are equal, as desired.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Fix y > 0. We decompose the event {ζ+ > y}
into two components, based on whether J+ > y:
(A.5)
ν+cld{my∈dc |m0=b, ζ+>y} =
[
νcld{my∈dc, y∈ [J+, ζ+) |m0=b}
+ νcld{my∈dc, y<J+ |m0=b}
]
νcld{ζ+ > y | m0 = b} .
The second summand in the above numerator describes the case in which the
initial leftmost spindle of the clade survives to level y. Thus, this summand
equals the density of the time y distribution of a BESQ(−2α) started from b.
We denote this by q
(−2α)
y (b, c)dc. From [27, Proposition 3; Equation (49)],
q(−2α)y (b, c) = q
(4+2α)
y (c, b) =
1
2y
(
b
c
)(1+α)/2
e−(b+c)/2yI1+α
(√
bc
y
)
for c>0.
Hence,
(A.6) νcld{my∈dc, y<J+|m0=b} = 1
2y
(
b
c
)(1+α)/2
e−(b+c)/2yI1+α
(√
bc
y
)
.
It remains to evaluate the first summand in the numerator in (A.5). Via
Corollary 3.3, under the law ν+cld{ · | J+ = z}, the variables ζ+ and my for
y > z are independent of m0. Thus,
ν+cld{my ∈ db, y ∈ [J+, ζ+) | m0 = a}
=
∫ y
z=0
ν+cld{my∈db|J+=z, ζ+>y}ν+cld{ζ+>y|J+=z}ν+cld{J+∈dz|m0=a}.
We have formulas for these three conditional laws in Lemma A.4 and Propo-
sition A.1 (iii) and (vii). Plugging in, the above expression equals[∫ y
z=0
α2αc−1−α
Γ(1−α)
e−c/2y−e−c/2(y−z)
(y − z)−α − y−α
(
1−
(
y−z
y
)α) b1+αe−b/2z
21+αΓ(1+α)z2+α
dz
]
dc.
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Set u = z/y and then v = (1− u)/u. Note that 1/(1− u) = 1 + (1/v). Our
integral becomes
α(b/c)1+α
2yΓ(1−α)Γ(1+α) exp
(
−b+c
2y
)∫ ∞
0
(
1−exp
(
− c
2y
1
v
))
exp
(
− b
2y
v
)
vαdv.
We distribute the difference and compute the two resulting integrals sepa-
rately: ∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− b
2y
v
)
vαdv = Γ(1 + α)
(
2y
b
)1+α
and, via [56, Exercise 34.13],∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− c
2y
1
v
− b
2y
v
)
vαdv
=
(c
b
)(1+α)/2 Γ(1− α)Γ(1 + α)
α
(
I1+α
(√
bc
y
)
− I−1−α
(√
bc
y
))
.
Subtracting the second component from the first and multiplying in all con-
stants, we find that νcld{my∈dc, y∈ [J+, ζ+)|m0=b} equals
(A.7)
1
2y
(
b
c
)(1+α)/2
e−(b+c)/2y
(
α
Γ(1−α)
(
4y2
bc
)(1+α)/2
−I1+α
(√
bc
y
)
−I−1−α
(√
bc
y
))
.
Via Proposition A.1 (viii), the denominator in (A.5) is 1−e−b/2y. Adding
(A.6) to (A.7) and dividing by 1− e−b/2y, the expression in (A.5) equals
1
2y
(
b
c
)(1+α)/2
e−(b+c)/2y
(
bc
4y2
)−(1+α)/2 ∞∑
n=1
1
n!Γ(n− α)
(
bc
4y2
)n
,
since the n = 0 term in the I−1−α-series is(
bc
4y2
)−(1+α)/2 1
Γ(−α) =
(
bc
4y2
)−(1+α)/2 −α
Γ(1− α) .
This lemma completes the proof of Proposition 3.4.
APPENDIX B: MARKOV PROPERTY OF TYPE-0 EVOLUTIONS
Let us recall some more terminology and results from [23], as needed in the
proof. It will be useful to concatenate the anti-clades in the point measure
F≤y defined just before Proposition 2.9 into a point measure of spindles.
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Recall that an anti-clade includes a broken spindle, which has been cut off
at the level corresponding to the upward passage of level y ∈ R by the
associated scaffolding. Let us use notation f≤y(z) = f(z)1{z ∈ [0, y]} and
f≥y(z) = f(y+ z)1{z ∈ [0,∞)} for the lower and upper parts of a spindle f
broken at level y. More precisely, for y > 0, the point measure F≤y excludes
the incomplete anti-clade before the scaffolding X first exceeds level y at
time T≥y = inf{t ≥ 0: X(t) ≥ y}, via a jump marked by a spindle fT≥y . We
add this incomplete anti-clade as an additional point, for y > 0,
F≤y0 := δ
(
0,N|[0,T≥y) + δ
(
T≥y, f≤y−X(T
≥y−)
T≥y
))
+ F≤y.
Also set F≤y0 := F
≤y for y ≤ 0. Then we define the concatenation
cutoff≤yN := ?
points (s,N−s ) of F
≤y
0
N−s .
Let y > 0. For a clade NU = δ(0, f)+N|[0,T−ζ(f)] and generalNβ =?U∈βNU ,
β ∈ I, obtained by concatenating independent clades NU , U ∈ β, we gener-
alize this definition by restriction and concatenation:
cutoff≤yNU := δ
(
0, f≤y
)
+ ?
points (s,N−s ) of F
≤y−ζ(f)
0 : s<`
y−ζ(f)(T−ζ(f))
N−s
and cutoff≤yNβ := ?U∈β cutoff≤yNU . See [23, Lemma 3.41]. We similarly
define cutoff≥yNβ . Let P
1
β denote the distribution of Nβ; this was denoted
by P
(α)
β in [23, Definition 5.2], but here we prefer the superscript ‘1’ as a
reference to type-1 evolutions and we suppress the α. Denote by FyN the
σ-algebra generated by cutoff≤yN and by FyNβ the σ-algebra generated by
cutoff≤yNβ . These σ-algebras form filtrations as y varies, and the Markov
property of type-1 evolutions can be expressed in terms of cut-off processes
and these filtrations:
Proposition B.1 (Proposition 4.24 of [23]). Let N ∼ PRM(Leb⊗νBESQ).
Let T be a stopping time in the natural time filtration (FN(t), t ≥ 0), with
FN(t) generated by N|[0,t] such that S0 := `0(T ) is measurable in the level-0
σ-algeba F0N, and such that X < 0 on the time interval (τ0(S0−), T ). Let
N˜ := N|[0,T ) and β˜y = skewer(y, N˜, X˜), y ≥ 0. Then for each y ≥ 0, the
point measure cutoff≥yN|[0,T ) is conditionally independent of F
y
N given β˜
y,
with the regular conditional distribution (r.c.d.) P1
β˜y
.
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Proposition B.2 (Proposition 5.6 of [23]). Let Nβ ∼ P1β and βy =
skewer(y,Nβ,Xβ), y ≥ 0. For y > 0, the point process cutoff≥yNβ is
conditionally independent of FyNβ given βy, with r.c.d. P1βy .
We also note a natural property of the skewer map to be unaffected by
the cutoffs.
Lemma B.3 (Lemma 4.23(ii) of [23]). For N a PRM(Leb⊗ νBESQ), it is
a.s. the case that for every t ≥ 0,
skewer
(
y,N
∣∣
[0,t]
)
=
 skewer
(
y,cutoff≤zN|[0,t]
)
if y ≤ z,
skewer
(
y − z,cutoff≥zN|[0,t]
)
if y ≥ z.
The same holds for Nβ, for any β ∈ IH , with z > 0.
Proof of Proposition 3.11. Take β ∈ I, 0 ≤ u1 < · · · < un ≤ y,
and 0 ≤ v1 < · · · < vm. Suppose η(βz, z ≥ 0) = η′(βuj , j ∈ [n]) and
f(βz, z ≥ 0) = f ′(βvj , j ∈ [m]). We will show that in this case,
P0β
[
η′(βuj , j ∈ [n])f ′(βy+vj , j ∈ [m])]
= P0β
[
η′(βuj , j ∈ [n])P0βy
[
f ′(βvj , j ∈ [m])]].(B.1)
Indeed, this will suffice to prove the proposition: we can extend to general
η and f by a monotone class theorem, and we generalize the equation from
P0β to P0µ by mixing.
For x > 0, set
↼
Nx := N|[0,T−x), similar to the point processes discussed in
(3.6). Let Nβ ∼ P1β, independent of
↼
Nx. For the purpose of this argument,
we define P0x,β to be the distribution of Nx,β :=
↼
Nx ?Nβ. We work towards
a type-0 version of Proposition B.2.
Take z > un. Set
⇀
βy := skewer(y,Nβ),
↼
βyz+y := skewer
( − z, ↼Nz+y),
and βyz+y :=
↼
βyz+y ?
⇀
βy. Let
↼
Nz :=
↼
Nz+y|[0,T−z) and
↼
Nzy :=
↼
Nz+y|[T−z ,T−z−y),
where T−z is the hitting time of −z in ↼Xz+y. By the strong Markov property
of N, these components are independent. Recall the cutoff processes above.
In our setting,
(B.2)
cutoff≥−zNz+y,β =
↼
Nz ? cutoff
≥0
↼
Nzy
? cutoff≥yNβ ,
and cutoff≤−zNz+y,β = cutoff
≤0
↼
Nzy
? cutoff≤yNβ .
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By Proposition B.1, cutoff≥0↼
Nzy
is conditionally independent of cutoff≤0↼
Nzy
given
↼
βyz+y, with r.c.d. P
1
↼
βyz+y
. Analogously, substituting Proposition B.2
for Proposition B.1, we see that cutoff≥yNβ is conditionally independent
of cutoff≤yNβ given
⇀
βy, with r.c.d. P1⇀
βy
. Thus, since
(↼
Nz,
↼
Nzy,Nβ
)
is an in-
dependent triple, cutoff≥−zNz+y,β is therefore conditionally independent of
cutoff≤−zNz+y,β given β
y
z+y, with r.c.d. P
0
z,βyz+y
. Now, (B.1) follows by Lemma
B.3.
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